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ABSTRACTS 

In 1965, Zadeh[150] introduced to the world the term fuzzy set(FS), as a 

formalization of vagueness and partial truth, and represents a degree of 

membership for each member of the universe of discourse to a subset of it. This 

also provides a natural frame work for generalizing many branches of 

mathematics such as fuzzy rings, fuzzy vector spaces, fuzzy topology, fuzzy 

supra topology, fuzzy infra topology. Chang[26] introduced the concepts of 

fuzzy topological spaces by using fuzzy sets in 1968. Wong [144, 145], Lowen 

[74], Hutton[60, 61], Khedr[68], Ming and Ming [84, 85] etc. discussed various 

aspects of fuzzy topology using fuzzy sets. After this, there have been several 

generalizations of notions of fuzzy sets and fuzzy topology. In the frame work 

of fuzzifying topology, Shen[118] introduced T0-space, T1-space,T2-space,    

T3-space, T4-space separation axioms in fuzzifying topology. Khedr et. al.[68] 

introduced and studied the R0-space, R1-space separation axioms and found 

their relations with the T1-space, T2-space separation axioms respectively.  

 

After two decades, in 1983, Atanassov[13] introduced the concept of 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets as a generalization of fuzzy sets which looks more 

accurately to uncertainty quantification and provides the opportunity to 

precisely model the problem based on the existing knowledge and 

observations. An intuitionistic fuzzy set (A-IFS), developed by Atanassov[11, 

13] is a powerful tool to deal with vagueness. A prominent characteristic of   

A-IFS is that it assigns to each element a membership degree and a non-
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membership degree, and thus, A-IFS constitutes an extension of Zadeh’s fuzzy 

set. He added a new component (which determines the degree of non-

membership) in the definition of fuzzy set. The fuzzy sets give the degree of 

membership of an element in a given set (and the non-membership degree 

equals one minus the degree of membership), while intuitionistic fuzzy sets 

give both a degree of membership and a degree of non-membership which are 

more-or-less independent from each other, the only requirement is that the sum 

of these two degrees is not greater than 1. 

 

In the last few years various concepts in fuzzy sets were extended to 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets have been applied in a wide 

variety of fields including computer science, engineering, mathematics, 

medicine, chemistry and economics [58].  

 

In 1997, Coker [29] introduced the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological spaces. Coker et. al.[19, 21, 32, 94] gave some other concepts of 

intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces, such as fuzzy continuity, fuzzy 

compactness, fuzzy connectedness, fuzzy Hausdorff space and separation 

axioms in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. After this, many concepts in 

fuzzy topological spaces are being extended to intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

spaces.  

Recently many fuzzy topological concepts such as fuzzy 

compactness[32], fuzzy connectedness[139], fuzzy separation axioms[20], 
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fuzzy continuity[49], fuzzy g-closed sets[132] and fuzzy g-continuity[134] 

have been generalized for intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces.  

 

Demirci[37]presented a Bernays-like axiomatic theory of IFSs involving 

five primitives and seven axioms. Bustince et. al.[23] defined some 

intuitionistic fuzzy generators and studied the existence of the equilibrium 

points and dual points. They presented different characterization theorems of 

intuitionistic fuzzy generators and a way of constructing IFSs from a fuzzy set 

and the intuitionistic fuzzy generators. Mondal and Samanta [88] introduced a 

concept of intuitionistic gradation of openness on fuzzy subsets of a non-empty 

set and also defined an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Deschrijver and 

Kerre[39], Goguen[47] established the relationships between IFSs, L-fuzzy 

sets, interval-valued fuzzy sets, and interval-valued IFSs. Bustince and 

Burillo[24], Deschrijver and Kerre[38] investigated the composition of 

intuitionistic fuzzy relations. Park[95] defined the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy 

metric spaces as a natural generalization of fuzzy metric spaces.  

 

Hausdorffness in an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space has been 

introduced earlier by Coker[29]. Lupianez[76] has also defined new notions of 

Hausdorffness in the intuitionistic fuzzy sense and obtained some new 

properties in particular in convergence.  
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Bayhan and D. Coker[20] introduced fuzzy separation axioms in 

intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. Yue and Fang[149], considered the 

separation axioms T0, T1 and T2 in an intuitionistic fuzzy (I-fuzzy) topological 

space. Singh and Srivastava[120, 121] studied separation axioms and also 

studied  - and   -separation axioms in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. 

Bhattacharjee and Bhaumik[22] has discussed pre-semi separation axioms in 

intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. 

 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to suggest new definitions of separation 

axioms in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. We have studied several 

features of these definitions and the relations among them. We have also shown 

‘good extension’ properties of all these spaces. Our criteria for definitions have 

been preserved as much as possible the relations between the corresponding 

separation properties for intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces.  

 

Our aim is to develop the theories of intuitionistic fuzzy T0-spaces, 

intuitionistic fuzzy T1-spaces, intuitionistic fuzzy T2-spaces, intuitionistic fuzzy 

separation axioms. The materials of this thesis have been divided into six 

chapters.  A brief scenario of which we have presented as follows:  

 

In first chapter, chapter one incorporates some of the basic definitions 

and results of fuzzy sets, intuitionistic sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, fuzzy 

topology, intuitionistic topology, intuitionistic fuzzy topology, fuzzy mappings, 
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intuitionistic fuzzy mappings. These results are ready references for the work in 

the subsequent chapter. Our work starts from the second chapter.  

 

In second chapter, we have introduced T0-properties in intuitionistic 

fuzzy topological spaces and added seven definitions to this list. We have 

established the relations among them. We have shown that all these definitions 

satisfy ‘good extension’ property. It is also shown that these notions are 

hereditary and productive. We have studied some other properties of these 

concepts. This chapter is based on the Article [4]. 

 

In third chapter, we have studied T1-properties in intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological spaces and also adjoined seven definitions to this list. We have 

established the relations among them. We have shown that all these definitions 

satisfy ‘good extension’ property. As earlier we have found that all the 

definitions are hereditary and productive. Also we have studied some other 

properties of these concepts. This chapter is based on the Article [5]. 

 

In fourth chapter, we have studied T2-properties in intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological spaces. Seven definitions are introduced and the relations among 

them are established. All these definitions satisfy ‘good extension’ property. 

These definitions are hereditary and productive. Several other properties of 

these concepts are also studied. This chapter is based on the Article [6]. 
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In fifth chapter, we have introduced R0-properties in intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological spaces. Here we have added seven definitions to this list and 

established the relations among them. All these definitions satisfy ‘good 

extension’ property. We have proved that all the definitions are hereditary. 

Also we have studied some other properties of these concepts. This chapter is 

based on the Article [1]. 

 

In sixth chapter, we have studied R1-properties in intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological spaces. Here we have adjoined seven definitions to this list and 

established the relations among them. All these definitions satisfy ‘good 

extension’ property. We have proved that all these definitions are hereditary 

and projective. Also we have studied some other properties of these concepts. 

This chapter is based on the Article [2]. 
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Chapter 1 

Prerequisites 

1.1 Introduction:  

This chapter incorporates concepts and results of the Fuzzy sets, 

Intuitionistic sets, Intuitionistic Fuzzy sets, Fuzzy topological spaces, 

Intuitionistic topological spaces, Intuitionistic Fuzzy topological spaces, 

subspaces of a Fuzzy topological space, subspace of an Intuitionistic Fuzzy 

topological space, Fuzzy product topological spaces, Intuitionistic Fuzzy 

product topological spaces and its properties which are to be used as ready 

references for understanding the subsequent chapters. Most of the results are 

quoted from various research papers.  

 

This thesis deals with the study intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces 

(IFTS, in short). To present our work in a systematic way in this thesis paper, 

we consider various concepts and results on fuzzy sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, 

fuzzy topological spaces, intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces in this chapter. 

 

1.2  Fuzzy set: 

Definition 1.2.1[150] Let   be a non-empty set and   be a subset of  . The 

function          ,   - defined by 

  ( )   {
              
                

 

is called the characteristic function of A.   
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Definition 1.2.2[150] A function u from   into the unit interval [0, 1] is called 

a fuzzy set in  . For every        ( )  [0, 1] is called the grade of 

membership of   in  . Some authors say that   is a fuzzy subset of   in stead of 

saying that   is a fuzzy set in  . 

 

Definition 1.2.3[84] A fuzzy subset is empty if and only if its grade of 

membership is identically zero in  . It is denoted by  . 

 

Definition 1.2.4[84] A fuzzy subset is whole if and only if its grade of 

membership is identically 1 in  . It is denoted by 1. 

 

Definition 1.2.5[150] Let   be a non-empty set and   and   be two fuzzy 

subsets of  . Then   is said to be a subset of    if   ( )   ( ) for every     . 

It is denoted by    . 

 

Definition 1.2.6[150] Let   be a non-empty set and   and   be two fuzzy 

subsets of   . Then   is said to be equal to   if and only if   ( )   ( ) for 

every     . It is denoted by       

 

Definition 1.2.7[150] Let   be a non-empty set and   and   be two fuzzy 

subsets of  .Then   is said to be the complement of   if  ( )     ( ), for 

every    . It is denoted by   . Obviously (  )   .  
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Definition 1.2.8[26] Let   be a non-empty set and  ,   be two fuzzy subsets of 

 . Then the union of   and   is a fuzzy subset of   , written as      which is 

defined by (   )( )    max{ ( )  ( )}, for every    . 

 

In general, if   be an index set and   *        } be a family of fuzzy 

subsets of  , then the union     is defined by    ( )     *   ( )       +   

   . 

 Definition 1.2.9[26] Let   be a non-empty set and     be two fuzzy subsets 

of  . Then the intersection of   and    is a fuzzy subset of  , written as 

(   )( )   min* ( )  ( )+, for every     and    ( )     *   ( )   

    +,    . where    are fuzzy subsets of   . 

 

Definition 1.2.10[150] Let   be a non-empty set and     be two fuzzy subsets 

of  . Then the difference of u and v is defined by         .  

 

Definition 1.2.11[85] A fuzzy point in   is a special type of fuzzy set in   with 

membership function p(x) = r, p(y) = 0, for all    , where 0 < r < 1. This 

fuzzy point is said to have support x and value r and this point is denoted by    

or r1x. 

Definition 1.2.12[85] A fuzzy point   is said to belong a fuzzy set   in  , that 

is     if and only if  ( )   ( ) and  ( )   ( )  for all    . Evidently, 

every fuzzy set   can be expressed as the union of all the fuzzy points which 

belongs to  . 
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Definition 1.2.13[85] Two fuzzy sets   and   in   are said to be intersected if 

and only if there exists a point     such that (   )( )   . In this case, we 

say that   and   intersect at   . 

 

Definition 1.2.14[8] A fuzzy singleton „  ‟ is a fuzzy set in   taking value 

  (   - at   and elsewhere. Two fuzzy singletons are said to be distinct if 

their supports are distinct. 

 

1.3 Intuitionistic set: 

Definition 1.3.1[31] An intuitionistic set   is an object having the form 

  (       ), where    and     are subsets of    satisfying          . 

The set    is called the set of member of   while    is called the set of non-

member of  . 

Throughout this thesis, we use the simpler notation   (      ) for an 

intuitionistic set.  

Remark 1.3.2[31] Every subset   on a non-empty set   may obviously be 

regarded as an intuitionistic set having the form    (      ), where         

       is the complement of   in  .  

 

Definition 1.3.3[31] Let the intuitionistic sets   and   on   be of the forms 

  (     ) and   (     ) respectively. Furthermore, let {   : j   + be 

an arbitrary family of intuitionistic sets in     where     (   
( )

   
( )

). Then  
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(a)        if and only if        and        . 

(b)        if and only if       and       

(c)   ̅  (      ), denotes the complement of   . 

(d)  ⋂   ( ⋂  
( )

 ⋃  
( )

). 

(e)  ⋃   ( ⋃  
( )

 ⋂  
( )

). 

(f)     (   )  and     (   )  

 

Definition 1.3.4[31] Let   be a non-empty set and    , a fixed element in  . 

Then the intuitionistic set (IS)    =     * + * +   is called an intuitionistic 

point (IP, in short) in  .  

 

1.4 Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set: 

Definition 1.4.1[13] Let   be a non-empty set and   be the unit interval ,   -. 

An intuitionistic fuzzy set    (IFS, in short) in     is an object having form   

A={(    ( )   ( ))    } where         and        denote the degree 

of membership and the degree of non-membership respectively, and      

  ( )    ( )       

Let   ( ) denote the set of all intuitionistic fuzzy sets in  . Obviously every 

fuzzy set     in    is an intuitionistic fuzzy set of the form (        ). 

Throughout this thesis, we use the simpler notation   = (      ) instead of      

  ={(    ( )   ( ))    } . 
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Definition 1.4.2[13] Let   (      ) and   (      ) be intuitionistic fuzzy 

sets in    Then 

(1)       if and only if         and       . 

(2)       if and only if       and     . 

(3)     (     ). 

(4)       =  (      ;      ). 

(5)       =  (      ;      ). 

(6)     =  (     )  and     =  (     ). 

 

Definition 1.4.3[27] Let {     :  i  J } be an arbitrary family of IFSs in  . Then 

(a)     (    
     

). 

(b)     (    
     

). 

 

Definition 1.4.4[33] Let     ,   - and      . An intuitionistic fuzzy 

point (IFP, in short) of    is an IFS of   defined by  

 (      ) ( )   { 
(   )           
(   )             

 

In this case,   is called the support of   (      ) and   and    are called the value 

and non-value of  (      ), respectively. An IFP  (      ) is said to belong to an IFS 

  (      ) of   , denoted by   (      )   , if       ( ),      ( )  
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1.5 Laws of the Algebra of Fuzzy Sets: 

Idempotent laws, associative law, commutative law, distributive laws, identity 

law, Demorgan‟s laws also hold in the case of fuzzy sets as in ordinary set 

theory. But the complement laws are not necessarily true.  

For example, if   {a, b, c} and   is a fuzzy subset of   which is defined by 

   {(a,  0.2),  (b,  0.7),  (c,  1)}, 

then    { (a,  0.8),  (b,  0.3),  (c,  0) }. 

Now       = {(a,  0.8),  (b,  0.7),  (c,  1)}   , 

and      = {(a,  0.2),  (b,  0.3),  (c,  0)}   . 

In ordinary sets         iff     . But in fuzzy sets, the reverse is not 

necessarily true.  

For example, if    {(a, 0.6),  (b,  0.2),  (c,  0)}, then     . 

    {(a, 0.2),  (b,  0.2),  (c,  0)}   . 

 

Definition 1.5.1[92] For      we define  

(a)    *       and    ( )}is the weak  -cut of  , where   (   ). 

The  -cut is called the kernel of   and it is denoted by ker( ). 

(b)   
  *       and    ( )} is the strong  -cut of  , where   (   ). 

The strong  -cut of   is called the support of   and it is denoted supp( ).       

(c) hgt( )           ( )  is the height of  .  
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1.6 Fuzzy Mappings: 

Definition 1.6.1[26] Let   be a mapping from a set   into a set   and   be a 

fuzzy subset of  . Then    and   induce a fuzzy subset   of   defined by 

  ( )( )   ( )   {
        ( )          ( )    

     ( )

   

                                        
 

 

Definition 1.6.2[26] Let   be a mapping from a set   into a set   and   be a 

fuzzy subset of  . Then the inverse of  , written as    ( ) is a fuzzy subset of  

  and is defined by (   ( ))( )   ( ( )), for    . 

 

Some Properties of Fuzzy Subsets Induced by Mappings: 

Let   be a mapping from   into  ,   be a fuzzy subset of   and   be a fuzzy 

subset of  . Then the following properties are true. 

(a)     (  )   (   ( )) , for any fuzzy subset    of   . 

(b)   (  )  ( ( ))C
, for any fuzzy subset    of   .  

(c)            (  )     (  ), where    and    are two fuzzy subsets of    

(d)             (  )   (  ), where    and    are two fuzzy subsets of   .  

(e)     (   ( ), for any subset of   .  

(f)      ( ( )), for any subset   of   .  
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1.7 Intuitionistic Fuzzy Mappings: 

Definition 1.7.1[13] Let   and   be two nonempty sets and   :       be a 

function. If   *(    ( )   ( )) |     } is an IFS in  , then the pre image 

of   under  , denoted by     ( ) is the IFS in   defined by             

   ( )  {( ,    (  )( ),    (  )(x)) |    } and the image of   under  , 

denoted by  ( )  {( ,  (  ),  (  )) |    }is an IFS of   , where for each 

     

 

 (  )( )   {
      ( )          ( )    

     ( )

   

                                   
 

 

 (  )( )   {
      ( )          ( )         ( )

   

                                   
 

 

1.8 Topology:  

Definition 1.8.1[73] Let   be a non-empty set and a family   of subsets of   is 

said to be topology on   if  

(1)      . 

(2)                . 

(3)                 , for each     . 

The pair (   ) is called topological space. Any member     is called open 

set of the topology   and its complement denoted by    is called closed set in 

the topology  . 
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1.9 Fuzzy Topology:  

Definition 1.9.1[26] Let   be a non-empty set,   ,   - be the unit interval, 

and    be the collection of all mappings from   into  , that is the class of all 

fuzzy sets in  . A fuzzy topology on   is defined as a family t of members of  

   satisfying the following conditions. 

(1)      . 

(2) If         , then         . 

(3)  If        for each    , then           . 

The pair (   ) is called a fuzzy topological space (fts, in short) and any 

members of    is called fuzzy open set. A fuzzy set   in t is called fuzzy closed 

set if      . 

Example: Let   = { a,  b,  c,  d },    = {0,  1,  u,  v}, where 

1 = {(a,  1), (b,  1),  (c,  1),  (d,  1)}. 

0 = {(a,  0), (b,  0),  (c,  0),  (d,  0)}. 

  {(a,  0.2), (b,  0.4),  (c,  0.5),  (d,  0.8)}. 

  {(a,  0.3), (b,  0.6),  (c,  0.8),  (d,  0.9)}. 

Then ( ,  ) is a fuzzy topological space. 

 

Definition 1.9.2[85] Let   be a fuzzy set in (   ). The interior of   is defined 

as the union of all t-open fuzzy sets contained in  .  It is denoted by   . 

Evidently    is the largest open fuzzy set contained in   and (  )0
     .  
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Definition 1.9.3[85] The intersection of all the t-closed fuzzy sets containing   

is called the closure of   denoted by  . Obviously   is the smallest closed set 

containing   and    ̿. 

Definition 1.9.4[142] A fuzzy set n in a fts (   ) is called a neighborhood of a 

point    , if and only if there exists     such that     and   ( )  

 ( )   . 

Example: Let us consider the example 1.9.1 and   {(a, 0.5), (b, 0.6), (c, 0.7), 

(d, 0.8)}. Hence   is a neighborhood of    . Since     such that     and 

 ( )   ( )   . Similarly    {(a,  0.3), (b,  0.5),  (c,  0.6),  (d,  0.8)} is a 

neighborhood of    . We denote the family of all neighborhoods of   by   .  

 

Definition 1.9.5[84] A fuzzy set   in a fts (   ) is called a neighborhood of a 

fuzzy point    iff there exists a fuzzy set      such that        . A 

neighborhood is called an open neighborhood if   is open. The family 

consisting of all the neighborhoods of    is called the system of neighborhoods 

of   .   

1.10 Intuitionistic Topology: 

Definition 1.10.1[27] An intuitionistic topology on a set   is a family   of 

intuitionistic sets in    satisfying the following axioms: 

(1)           . 

(2)           for any        . 

(3)        for any arbitrary family      . 
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In this case, the pair (   ) is called an intuitionistic topological space (ITS, in 

short) and any intuitionistic set in   is known as an intuitionistic open set (IOS, 

in short) in    

 

1.11 Intuitionistic Fuzzy Topology: 

Definition 1.11.1[29] An intuitionistic fuzzy topology (IFT, in short) on   is a 

family   of IFS‟s in     which satisfies the following axioms: 

(1)    ,      . 

(2)  If         , then         . 

(3)  If        for each  , then       . 

The pair (   ) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (IFTS, in 

short). Let (   ) be an IFTS. Then any member of     is called an intuitionistic 

fuzzy open set (IFOS, in short) in  . The complement of an IFOS in     is 

called an intuitionistic fuzzy closed set (IFCS, in short) in    

 

Definition 1.11.2[29] Let (   ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

and   an intuitionistic fuzzy set in  . Then the intuitionistic fuzzy closure and 

intuitionistic fuzzy interior of   is defined by  

(i) Cl( ) =   {            } 

(ii)  int( ) =   *           +.  
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Definition 1.11.3[71] Let  (      ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy point (IFP) in 

intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (   ). An Intuitionistic fuzzy set   in   

is called an intuitionistic fuzzy neighborhood (IFN) of  (      ) if there exists an 

intuitionistic fuzzy open set   in   such that  (      )        .  

 

1.12 Open, Closed and Continuous Fuzzy Mappings:  

Definition 1.12.1[85] The function   (   )   (   ) is called fuzzy 

continuous if and only if for every     such that    ( )   . The function   is 

called fuzzy homeomorphism if and only if   is bijective and both   and      are 

fuzzy continuous.  

Definition 1.12.2[78] The function   (   )   (   )  is called fuzzy open if 

and only if for every fuzzy open set   in (   ),  ( ) is fuzzy open set in  

(   ).  

Definition 1.12.3[85] The function   (   )   (   ) is called fuzzy closed if 

and only if for every fuzzy closed set   in (   ),  ( ) is fuzzy closed set in 

(   ).  

Proposition 1.12.4[85] Let    (   )   (   ) be a fuzzy continuous function, 

then the following properties hold: 

(a) For every  -closed  ,    ( ) is  -closed. 

(b) For each fuzzy point   in   and each neighborhood   of  ( ), there exists a 

neighborhood   of   such that  ( )   . 

(c) For any fuzzy set   in  ,  ( )   ( ). 
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(d) For any fuzzy set   in  ,    ( )     ( ). 

 

Proposition 1.12.5[78] Let    (   )     (   )  be a fuzzy open function, 

then the following properties hold: 

(a)  (  )  ( ( ))0
, for each fuzzy set   in  . 

(b) (   ( ))0
     (  ), for each fuzzy set   in  . 

 

Proposition 1.12.6[78] Let    (   )     (   )  be a function. Then   is 

closed if and only if   ( )   ( ), for each fuzzy set   in  . 

 

1.13 Open, Closed and Continuous Intuitionistic Mappings: 

Definition 1.13.1[28] Let (   )  and (   )  be two intuitionistic topologies 

and            be a function. Then    is said to be continuous iff the pre-image 

of each intuitionistic set (IS) in   is an IS in  .  

 

Definition 1.13.2[28] Let (   )  and (   )  be two intuitionistic topologies 

and           be a function. Then    is said to be open iff the image of each 

intuitionistic set (IS) in   is an IS in  . 

 

1.14 Open, Closed and Continuous Intuitionistic Fuzzy Mappings: 

Definition 1.14.1[29] Let (   ) and (   )  be intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

spaces. Then a map   :        is said to be continuous if 

(1)    ( ) is an intuitionistic fuzzy open set (IFOS) of   for each IFOS   of   . 
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(2)    ( ) is an intuitionistic fuzzy closed set (IFCS) of   for each IFCS   of  

 . 

(3) Open if  ( ) is IFOS of   for each IFOS   of   . 

(4) Closed if  ( ) is IFCS of   for each IFCS   of   . 

(5) A homeomorphism if    is bijective, continuous and open. 

 

1.15 Fuzzy Subspace, Base and Subbase: 

Definition 1.15.1[84] Let (   ) be a fuzzy topological space and   be an 

ordinary subset of  . The class    *       }, determines a fuzzy topology 

on  . This topology is called the subspace fuzzy topology on  . 

 

Definition 1.15.2[145] Let (   )  be a fuzzy topological space. A subfamily   

of   is a base for   if and only if each member of   can be expressed as the union 

of some members of  . 

 

Definition 1.15.3[145] Let (   ) be a fuzzy topological space. A subfamily    

of     is a sub-base for    if and only if the family of finite intersection of 

members of S forms a base for  . 

 

1.16 Intuitionistic Base and Subbase: 

Definition 1.16.1[28] Let (   ) intuitionistic topology on   

(a) A family     is called a base for (   ) iff each member of    can be 

written as a union of  elements of  . 
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(b) A family     is called a subbase for (   ) iff the family of finite 

intersections of elements in   forms a base for (   ).  

 

1.17 Product Fuzzy Topology: 

Definition 1.17.1[145] If     and     are two fuzzy subsets of   and  , 

respectively. Then the Cartesian product       of two fuzzy subsets    and  

   is a fuzzy subsets of     defined by (     )(   )   min {(  ( ), 

  ( )}, for each pair (   )     . 

 

Definition 1.17.2[84] Let {      } be any class of sets and let   denoted the 

Cartesian product of these sets, that is,   ∏      . Note that   consists of all 

points            , where      . Recall that, for each     , we define 

the projection     from the product set   to the coordinate space    , that is, 

             by  (         )     . These projections are used to 

define the product topology. 

 

Definition 1.17.3[145] If (     ) and (     ) are two fuzzy topological 

spaces. If         is the usual product,   is the coarsest fuzzy topology on 

 , and each projection           , i = 1, 2, is fuzzy continuous, then the pair 

(   ) is called the product space of the fuzzy topological spaces (     ) and 

(     ). 
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Proposition 1.17.4[16] If   is a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space 

(    )  and   is a fuzzy subset of a fuzzy topological space (    ),  then 

        . 

Definition 1.17.5[144] Let {*  :    } be a family of nonempty sets. Let 

  ∏       be the usual product of   ‟s and    be the projection from   into 

  . Further assume that each    is an fts with fuzzy topology   . Now the 

fuzzy topology generated by *  
  (  )            } as a sub-base, is 

called the product fuzzy topology on  . Clearly if   is a basic element in the 

product, then there exist   ,   ,   , ……………..….      such that   

 ( )   min{  (  )      1, 2, 3,…………..n}, where   (  )     . 

 

1.18 Product Intuitionistic Fuzzy Topology: 

Definition 1.18.1[21] Let   (       ) and   (       ) be IFSs of   and 

  respectively. Then the product of intuitionistic fuzzy sets   and   denoted by 

    is defined by     *                 + where (     ) 

(   )   min{  ( )    ( )} and (     )(   )   max{  ( ),   ( )} for all 

(   )     . Obviously,                   This definition can 

be extended to an arbitrary family of IFSs as follows: 

If    {(    
,    

 ),    } is a family of IFSs in   , then their product is defined 

as the IFS in ∏   given by ∏   = (∏   
   ∏   

 ) where ∏   
( )    inf    

(  ),  

for all    ∏       and ∏   
( )   sup    

(   ), for all x ∏      . 
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Definition 1.18.2[21] Let (     ),       be two IFTSs, then the product 

      on        is defined  as the  IFT generated  by {  
  (  ) :        ,  

     }, where     :             ,        are the projection maps and the 

IFTS (           ) is called product IFTS.  

 

Definition 1.18.3[52] Let            and            . The product  

                   is defined by  

(     ) (     ) = {   (  ),   (  ) ),    (     )       }.  

 

Definition 1.18.4[52] Let           be a function. The graph            

of   is defined by  ( )  (    ( )),      .  

 

Definition 1.18.5[52] Let              (i = 1, 2) be functions and     

intuitionistic fuzzy sets of    and   , respectively, then (     )
   (    ) = 

  
  ( )     

  ( ).   

 

1.19 Good Extensions in Fuzzy Topological Spaces: 

Definition 1.19.1[104] Let   be a real valued function on a topological space. If 

{   ( )   } is open for every real  , then    is called lower semi continuous 

function. 

Definition 1.19.2 [74] Let   be a nonempty set and   be a topology on  . Let 

   ( ) be the set of all lower semi continuous (lsc) functions from (   ) to 
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I (with usual topology). Thus  ( )  *         (   -   }, for each 

  ,   ) is a fuzzy topology on  .  

Let P be the property of a topological space (   ) and FP be its fuzzy 

topological analogue. Then FP is called a „good extension‟ of P “iff the 

statement (   )  has P iff (   ( )) has FP” holds good extension for every 

topological space (   ). 

Definition 1.19.3[74] Let (   ) be an ordinary topological space. The set of 

all lower semi continuous functions from (   ) into the closed unit interval 

equipped with the usual topology constitutes a fuzzy topology associated with 

(   ) and is denoted by (   ( )). 

 

1.20 Good Extensions in intuitionistic Fuzzy Topological Spaces: 

Theorem 1.20.1[4](theorem 2.1.1) Let (   )  be an intuitionistic topological 

space and let    *       +,   (       )  (        
), then (   ) is the 

corresponding intuitionistic fuzzy topological space of (   ). 

 

1.21 Separation axioms in fuzzy topological spaces: 

Definition 1.21.1[9] A fuzzy topological space (   ) is called 

(a)  -   if          ,     ,         such that  ( )   ( ). 

(b)  -   if          ,     ,           such that  ( )   ,   ( )     and  

 ( )   ,   ( )   . 
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Definition 1.21.2[53] Let (   )  be a fuzzy topological space and   ,   ), 

then 

(a) (   ) is T0(i) space              with     ,         such that 

 ( )   ,   ( )     or         such that  ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(b) (   ) is  -T0(ii) space              with     ,         such that 

 ( )   ,   ( )      or          such that  ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(c) (   ) is  -T0(iii) space              with     ,         such that 

 ( )   ,   ( )      or          such that  ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(d) (   ) is  -T0(iv) space              with     ,         such that 

   ( )     ( )     or         such that    ( )     ( )   .   

(e) (   ) is  -T0(v) space              with     ,         such that 

 ( )   ( )   . 

 

Definition 1.21.3[54] Let (   ) be a fuzzy topological space and   ,   ), 

then 

(a) (   ) is T1(i) space              with     ,           such that 

 ( )   ,   ( )     and   ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(b) (   ) is  -T1(ii) space              with     ,           such that 

 ( )   ,   ( )     and   ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(c) (   ) is  -T1(iii) space              with     ,           such that 

 ( )   ,   ( )     and   ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(d) (   ) is  -T1(iv) space              with     ,           such that 

   ( )     ( )     and     ( )     ( )   .   
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(e) (   ) is  -T1(v) space              with     ,           such that 

 ( )   ( )  and   ( )   ( ).   

 

Definition 1.21.4[55] Let (   ) be a fuzzy topological space and   ,   ), 

then 

(a) (   ) is  -T2(i) space              with     ,           such that 

 ( )     ( )     and        . 

(b) (   ) is  -T1(ii) space              with     ,           such that 

 ( )     ( )     and        . 

(c) (   ) is  -T1(iii) space              with     ,           such that  

 ( )     and   ( )     and       . 

(d) (   ) is  -T1(iv) space              with     ,           such that 

 ( )     and   ( )     and       . 

(e) (   ) is  -T1(v) space              with     ,           such that  

 ( )     and   ( )     and       . 

 

Definition 1.21.5[56] Let (   ) be a fuzzy topological space and   ,   ), 

then 

(a) (   ) is R0(i) space              with      whenever        with 

 ( )   ,   ( )   , then         with   ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(b) (   ) is  -R0(ii) space              with      whenever         

with  ( )   ,   ( )   , then         with   ( )   ,   ( )   . 
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(c) (   ) is  -R0(iii) space              with      whenever         

with  ( )   ,   ( )   , then         with   ( )   ,   ( )   . 

(d)  (   ) is  -R0(iv) space              with     whenever       with  

   ( )     ( )   , then        with     ( )     ( )   .   

(e) (   ) is  -R0(v) space              with      whenever         with 

 ( )   ( )  , then         with   ( )   ( ).   

 

Definition 1.21.6[56] Let (   ) be a fuzzy topological space and   ,   ), 

then 

(a) (   ) is  R1(i) space              with      whenever        with  

 ( )   ( ),  then           such that  ( )     ( )  and       . 

(b) (   ) is  -R1(ii) space              with      whenever        

with  ( )   ( ),  then           such that  ( )     ( )  and   

     . 

(c) (   ) is  -R1(iii) space              with      whenever        

with  ( )   ( ),  then           such that  ( )   ,   ( )     and   

     . 

(d) (   ) is  -R1(iv) space              with      whenever        

with  ( )   ( ),  then           such that  ( )   ,   ( )     and   

     . 
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CHAPTER 2 

On Intuitionistic Fuzzy T0-Spaces 

 

The concepts of T0-space are established by Ali [9], Hossain[53] in fuzzy 

topological spaces.  Shen[118] introduced T0-space in fuzzifying topology. Li 

[72] studied T0-space in L-fuzzy topological spaces. Bayhan and Coker [19] 

introduced T0-space in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. Yue and Fang 

[149] considered the separation axioms T0-space in an intuitionistic fuzzy      

(I-fuzzy) topological space. 

In this chapter, we mention seven possible notions of intuitionistic fuzzy T0 (in 

short, IF-T0) space. Firstly, we establish the relations among them. We show 

that all these notions satisfy ‘good extension’ property. Furthermore, it proves 

that these intuitionistic fuzzy T0-spaces are hereditary and productive. Finally, 

we observe that all concepts are preserved under one-one, onto and continuous 

mappings. 

. 

2.1 Definition and Properties: 

Theorem 2.1.1 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and let  

           ,                      
 , then       is an intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological space. 
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Proof: (i)   =                 
= (        =          =         Hence  

                Now     =                  
=          =         = 

       Hence                 

(ii) Let           then        
    

       (i = 1, 2). Now    
 =     

     
  . 

Hence              
      (i = 1, 2). Now                  

      
 ,  

  
      

     . And        
  =       

      
  ,    

      
 )  =     

       
. Hence  

                     
   .      

(iii) Let                     
      

       ( i  =  1,2,3…, ).  And       
 =  

(     
  ,      

   )           
. Hence                   

   . Therefore,       is 

an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. 

Definition 2.1.2 As defined in theorem 2.1.1       is called the intuitionistic 

fuzzy topological space to the corresponding intuitionistic topological space 

     . 

Theorem 2.1.3 Every intuitionistic topological space corresponds to an 

intuitionistic fuzzy topological space but the converse is not true in general. 

 

Proof: First part has been proved in theorem 2.1.1  

Conversely, let           and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

where   {   ,  ,     ,   
  ),     ,   

  ),     ,   
  ) } and 

                  1,            0.9,           0.8 

                 0.9,          0.8,           0.7 

                 0.8,          0.7,           0.6 
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Then       is an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space but there is no other 

intuitionistic topological space which corresponds to      . 

 

Definition 2.1.4 An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space       is called  

(1) IF-T0(i)  if  for  all                 there exists                such 

that        ,         ;         ,           or         ,  

       ;         ,         . 

(2) IF-T0(ii)  if  for  all                 there exists                such 

that        ,         ;         ,           or         ,  

       ;         ,         . 

(3) IF-T0(iii)  if  for  all                 there exists                such 

that        ,         ;         ,           or         ,  

       ;         ,         . 

(4) IF-T0(iv)  if  for  all                 there exists                such 

that        ,         ;         ,           or         ,  

       ;         ,         . 

 

Definition 2.1.5 Let        . An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

      is called 

(a)   -IF-T0(i)  if  for  all                 there exists                 

such that         ,         ;         ,           or         , 

       ;          ,          . 
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(b)   -IF-T0(ii)  if  for  all                 there exists                 

such that         ,         ;         ,           or         , 

       ;          ,          .  

(c)   -IF-T0(iii)  if  for  all                 there exists                 

such that         ,         ;         ,           or         , 

       ;          ,          . 

Theorem 2.1.6 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implications:               

 

Proof: Suppose       is IF-T0(i). We shall prove that        is IF-T0(ii). Since 

      is IF-T0(i), then for all        ,       there exists                

such that        ,         ;         ,           or        ,  

       ;         ,                        ,         ;         ,  

         or         ,         ;         ,         . Which is      

IF-T0(ii). Hence IF-T0(i)    IF-T0(ii).  

Again, suppose        is IF-T0(i). We shall prove that       is IF-T0(iii). Since 

      is IF-T0(i), then for all        ,       there exists                

such that         ,        ;         ,         or        ,  

       ;         ,                        ,         ;         ,  
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         or         ,         ;         ,         . Which is       

IF-T0(iii).  Hence IF-T0(i)     IF-T0(iii).  

Furthermore, it can prove that IF-T0(i)     IF-T0(iv),   IF-T0(ii)     IF-T0(iv)  

and  IF-T0(iii)      IF-T0(iv). 

None of the reverse implications is true in general as can be seen from the 

following examples.  

Example (a) Let        } and let    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { }, where    = {( , 1, 0),   , 0, 0.3)}.  We see that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(ii)  but not IF-T0(i).  

 

Example (b) Let          and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { }, where   = {( , 0.4, 0), ( , 0, 1)}. We see that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(iii) but not IF-T0(i). 

 

Example (c) Let          and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { }, where   = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)}. We see that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(ii) but not IF-T0(iii). 

 

Example (d) Let          and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { }, where   = {( , 0.6, 0), ( , 0, 1)}. We see that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(iii)  but not IF-T0(ii).  
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Theorem 2.1.7 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implications: 

 

Proof: Let           Suppose       is  -IF-T0(i). We shall prove that       

is  -IF-T0(ii). Since       is  -IF-T0(i) space, then for all                 

there exists                 such that         ,         ;         ,  

         or          ,        ;          ,                      

       ;         ,          or        ,                 , 

        for any           Which  -IF-T0(ii). Hence  -IF-T0(i)            

 -IF-T0(ii).  

Again, let           Suppose       is  -IF-T0(ii). We shall prove that 

      is  -IF-T0(iii). Since       is  -IF-T0(ii) space, then for all           

     there  exists               such that         ,         ; 

       ,           or          ,         ;          ,            

           ,         ;        ,           or         ,        ;  

       ,          for any            Which is   -IF-T0(iii). Hence      

 -IF-T0(ii)     -IF-T0(iii).   

Furthermore, it can prove that   -IF-T0(i)      -IF-T0(iii).  

None of the reverse implications is true in general as can be seen from the 

following examples.  
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Example (a) Let           and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on 

  generated by{ }, where   = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)}. For    0.3, we see that 

the IFTS        is  -IF-T0(ii) but not   -IF-T0(i).  

 

Example (b) Let          and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { }, where   = {( , 0.3, 0), ( , 0, 0.7)}. For   = 0.5, we see that 

the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(iii) but neither   -IF-T0(i) nor  -IF-T0(ii).  

 

Theorem 2.1.8 Let         be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and  

       , then  

(1)  -IF-T0(i)          -IF-T0(i).  

(2)  -IF-T0(ii)         -IF-T0(ii).  

(3)  -IF-T0(iii)        -IF-T0(iii).  

Proof (1): Suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(i). We shall prove that       

is   -IF-T0(i). Since       is  -IF-T0(i),  then for all               with 

        there exists              such that        ,        ; 

       ,          or        ,        ;        ,            

       ,         ;         ,           or         ,        ;  

       ,          as 0        Which is  -IF-T0(i). Hence  -IF-T0(i) 

   -IF-T0(i).  

The proofs that  -IF-T0(ii)    -IF-T0(ii) and  -IF-T0(iii)     -IF-T0(iii) are 

similar. 
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None of the reverse implications is true in general as can be seen from the 

following examples.  

Example (a) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { } where    ={(x,  1,  0), ( y, 0, 0.5)} . For   = 0.3 and   = 0.8, 

we see that the IFTS        is   -IF-T0(i)  but not   -IF-T0(i).  

 

Example (b) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { } where   = {(x,  0.4,  0), ( y, 0, 0.4)}. For   = 0.3 and   = 0.5, 

we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T0(ii)  but not  -IF-T0(ii). 

 

Example (c) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { } where    ={(x,  0.2,  0), ( y,  0, 0.6)}. For   =0.5 and   = 0.7, 

we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T0(iii)  but not  -IF-T0(iii). 

 

2.2 Subspaces: 

Theorem 2.2.1 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,       

and     = {        }, then 

(1)        is  IF-T0(i)             is  IF-T0(i). 

(2)        is  IF-T0(ii)             is  IF-T0(ii). 

(3)        is  IF-T0(iii)             is  IF-T0(iii). 

(4)        is  IF-T0(iv)              is IF-T0(iv). 
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Proof (1): Suppose       is IF-T0(i). We shall prove that        is IF-T0(i). 

Let        with    , then        with     as    . Since       is 

IF-T0(i), then there exists               such that         ,        ; 

       ,           or         ,         ;         ,             

                                                   or 

                                                      Hence 

                                  Therefore, the IFTS         is  IF-T0(i).  

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way.  

Theorem 2.2.2 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,     

and    = {       } and let         , then 

(a)        is   -IF-T0(i)              is   -IF-T0(i). 

(b)        is   -IF-T0(ii)             is   -IF-T0(ii). 

(c)        is   -IF-T0(iii)              is   -IF-T0(iii). 

Proof (a): Suppose       is  -IF-T0(i). We shall prove that        is            

 -IF-T0(i). Let          with     ,  then         with       as    . 

Since         is  -IF-T0(i), then there exists               such that   

       ,         ;         ,           or         ,         ;  

       ,                          ,            ;              , 

              or                                            , 

           . Hence (                               Therefore, the IFTS 

        is   -IF-T0(i).  
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(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way.  

2.3 Good extension: 

Definition 2.3.1 An intuitionistic topological space       is called intuitionistic 

T0-space (I-T0 space) if for all        ,       there exists               

such that (       and      )  or  (      and      ).  

 

Theorem 2.3.2 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and let       

be the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications:  

 

Proof: Suppose        is I-T0 space. We shall prove that       is IF-T0(i). 

Since       is I-T0, then for all       ,      there exists                

such that (        and      )  or (       and  x     ). Suppose        and   

            
     ,     

     . Let    
   ,    

   , then        ,  

       ;        ,        . Hence            with       1, 

       ;         ,                  is IF-T0(i). Therefore I-T0    

IF-T0(i).   
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Conversely, suppose       is IF-T0(i). We shall prove that       is I-T0. 

Since       is IF-T0(i), then for all        ,      there exists     
    

    

such that {   
     ,    

     ;     
     ,     

     } or {   
         

   
           

     ,    
     }. Suppose    

     ,    
     ;  

   
     ,      

                                  ,       .  Hence      

(                       is  I-T0.  Therefore I-T0      IF-T0(i). 

Furthermore, it can prove that  I-T0       IF-T0(ii),  I-T0       IF-T0(iii)   and  

I-T0      IF-T0(iv).  

None of the reverse implications is true in general as can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let         } and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on 

  generated by { } where   = {( ,  1, 0),  , 0, 0.3)}.  We see that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(ii)  but not I-T0.   

 

Example (b) Let         } and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on 

  generated by { } where   = {( ,  0.4, 0),   , 0, 1)}.  We see that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(iii)  but not I-T0.   

 

Example (c) Let          and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { } where   = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 0.7)}.  We see that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(iv)  but not I-T0.   
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Theorem 2.3.3 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and let       

be the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications:  

 

Proof: Let           Suppose (       is I-T0. We shall prove that       is 

 -IF-T0(i). Since        is I-T0, then for all        ,       there exists 

              such that  (        and      ) or (      and x    ). 

Suppose         and                 
     ,     

     . Let     
   ,  

   
   , then         ,        ;         ,                    ,  

       ;         ,            for any        . Hence (            

with        ,         ;         ,                     is  -IF-T0(i). 

Therefore I-T0       -IF-T0(i).  

Furthermore, it can prove that I-T0        -IF-T0(ii),   I-T0      -IF-T0(iii).  

None of the reverse implications is true in general as can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { } where   ={(x,  1,  0), (y,  0, 0.5)}. For    0.4, we see that 

the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(i) but not the corresponding I-T0 space.   
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Example (b) Let          and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { } where   ={(x,  0.7,  0), ( y,  0, 0.7)}. For    0.6, we see that 

the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(ii)  but not the corresponding I-T0 space.  

 

Example (c) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by { } where   ={(x,  0.2,  0), ( y,  0, 0.5)}. For    0.4, we see that 

the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(iii)  but not the corresponding I-T0 space.  

 

2.4 Productivity in Intuitionistic Fuzzy T0-Spaces:  

Theorem 2.4.1 Let {        :    } be a family of intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological space and       be their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS 

(   , ∏   ) is IF-T0(i) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T0(i).  

Proof: Suppose the IFTS         is IF-T0(i) for all     . We shall prove 

that the product IFTS       is IF-T0(i). Choose       ,     . Let      ,  

     . Then there exists     such that      . Now, since (  ,   ) is IF-

T0(i), then there exists        
    

    such that {   
           

      ; 

   
      ,    

      } or {    
           

            
      , 

   
      }. Suppose    

           
      ;     

      ,     
      . 

Now consider the basic IFOSs         where            for     ,  

    and        when    . Then         (        
       ,         

       ) = 

(1, 0);          (        
       ,         

       ) = (0, 1). Hence       is IF-T0(i).   
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For n = ii, iii, iv, it can be shown that if suppose {(  ,   ) : m   } is a family 

of IFTS and       is their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) 

is IF-T0(n) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T0(n).  

Theorem: 2.4.2 Let {(  ,    ) :    } be a family of intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological space and       be their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS  

(   , ∏   ) is  -IF-T0(i) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is  -IF-T0(i).  

Proof: Suppose the IFTS         is  -IF-T0(i) for all     . We shall prove 

that the product IFTS        is  -IF-T0(i). Let           Choose        ,  

   . Let       ,      . Then there exists      such that      . Now, 

since (  ,   ) is  -IF-T0(i), then there exists        
    

    such that 

{    
           

           
           

(  )   } or {    
        

   
            

      ,    
      }. Suppose    

           
      ;  

   
      ,     

      .  Now consider the basic IFOSs         where 

           for    ,     and       when    .Then A(x) =           

=          (        
                 

       ) and A(y) =             =          

(        
                 

       ).  Now, {      = (        
        = 1,        = 

       
        = 0}; {             

        = 0;       =        
         }.  Hence 

      is  -IF-T0(i).  

For n = ii, iii, it can be shown that if suppose {(  ,   ) : m   } is a family of 

IFTS and       is their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is 

 -IF-T0((n) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is  -IF-T0(n).  
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2.5 Mappings in Intuitionistic Fuzzy T0 -spaces: 

Theorem 2.5.1 Let        and       be  two  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topological  

space  and    :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(1)        is  IF-T0(i)            is  IF-T0(i). 

(2)        is  IF-T0(ii)            is  IF-T0(ii). 

(3)        is  IF-T0(iii)             is  IF-T0(iii). 

(4)        is  IF-T0(iv)             is  IF-T0(iv). 

Proof(1): Suppose the IFTS       is IF-T0(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is IF-T0(i). Let         with       . Since   is onto, then there 

exists          such that          and         . Again, since       , 

then                 as   is  one-one and onto. Hence       . Therefore, 

since       is IF-T0(i), then there exists               such that {       

 ,          ;          ,          }  or  {         ,          ;  

        ,          }. Suppose          ,          ;          ,  

        . Now  {          ) =     
        =         ,            ) = 

    
        =        = 0} ; {           ) =     

        =        = 0,  

          ) =     
        =         = 1}. Since   is IF-continuous, then 

(      ,      )   with                               ;                

             . Therefore, the IFTS       is IF-T0(i).       

 

Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is IF-T0(i). We shall prove that the 

IFTS       is IF-T0(i). Let         with       . Since   is one-one, then 
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there exists          such that          and          and             . 

That is,      . Again, since        is IF-T0(i), then there exists   

            such that  {        ,         ;         ,         } or 

{        ,          ;          ,          }. Suppose         ,  

        ;          ,          . Now, {(             =            = 

       = 1,                =            =        = 0}; {(              =  

          =        = 0,                =            =        = 1}.  Since   is 

IF-continuous, then (        ,        )    with               , 

(       )                                             Therefore, the 

IFTS       is IF-T0(i).  

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way. 

Theorem 2.5.2 Let        and        be  two  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topological  

space  and    :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(a)         is   -IF-T0(i)             is    -IF-T0(i). 

(b)        is   -IF-T0(ii)             is    -IF-T0(ii). 

(c)        is   -IF-T0(iii)            is   -IF-T0(iii). 

Proof (a): Suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-T0(i). Let         with      . Since   is onto, then there 

exists          such that          and         . Again, since      , 

then                 as    is one-one and onto. Hence      . Therefore, 

since       is  -IF-T0(i), then there exists               such that 

{        ,          ;          ,          }  or  {         ,  
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        ;          ,          }. Suppose         ,          ;  

        ,          . Now  {          ) =     
        =         ,  

          ) =     
        =        = 0} ; {          ) =     

        = 

       = 0,            ) =     
        =          }. Since   is                 

IF-continuous, then (     ,      )   with                               ;  

                             . Therefore, the IFTS        is  -IF-T0(i).  

 

Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(i). We shall prove that 

the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(i). Let         with      .Since   is one-one, 

then there exists           such that            and            and  

           . That is,       . Again, since        is  -IF-T0(i), then there 

exists               such that  {        ,          ;          ,  

        } or {         ,          ;          ,          }. 

Suppose         ,          ;         ,          . Now, 

{(              =            =        = 1,                =            = 

       = 0}; {(              =            =        = 0,                = 

          =           }.  Since   is IF-continuous, then (       ,  
     ))   

with                  (       )                         

               . Therefore, the IFTS       is  -IF-T0(i). 

 

 (b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way. 
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CHAPTER 3 

On Intuitionistic Fuzzy T1-Spaces 

 

Lal and Srivastava[127] established the concepts of T1-space in fuzzy 

topological spaces. Hossain and Ali[57] studied T1-space in fuzzy topological 

spaces. Shen[118] introduced T1-space in fuzzifying topology. Li[72] discussed 

T1-space in L-fuzzy topological spaces. Yue and Fang[149] considered the 

separation axioms T1-space in an intuitionistic fuzzy (I-fuzzy) topological 

spaces.  

In this chapter, we introduce seven possible notions of intuitionistic fuzzy T1 

(in short, IF-T1) space. We give several characterizations of these notions and 

discuss certain relationship among them. We study that all these notions satisfy 

“good extension” property. It is shown that these notions are hereditary and 

productive. We observe that all concepts are preserved under one-one, onto and 

continuous mappings. 

3.1 Definition and Properties: 

Definition 3.1.1 An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space       is called 

(1)  IF-T1(i)  if  for  all                 there exists                 

            such that        ,         ;         ,          and 

       ,         ;          ,         . 
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(2)  IF-T1(ii)  if for  all                 there exists                 

            such that        ,        ;         ,          and  

       ,         ;          ,         . 

(3)  IF-T1(iii)  if  for  all                there exists                 

            such that        ,         ;         ,          and 

       ,         ;          ,         . 

(4)  IF-T1(iv)  if  for  all                there exists                 

            such that        ,         ;         ,          and 

       ,         ;          ,         . 

 

Definition 3.1.2 Let         . An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

      is called 

(a)    -IF-T1(i) if for  all                  there exists               

               such that         ,        ;                     

and        ,         ;         ,         . 

(b)    -IF-T1(ii) if for  all                  there exists               

               such that         ,         ;                    

and        ,         ;         ,         . 

(c)    -IF-T1(iii) if for  all                  there exists               

               such that         ,        ;                    

and        ,         ;         ,         . 
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Theorem 3.1.3 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implications:  

 

Proof: Suppose       is IF-T1(i). We shall prove that        is IF-T1(ii).  

Since       is IF-T1(i), then for all             there exists               

              such that        ,        ;         ,          and 

       ,        ;         ,                     ,         ;  

       ,           and         ,         ;          ,         . 

Which is IF-T1(ii). Hence IF-T1(i)      IF-T1(ii). 

 

Again, suppose       is IF-T1(i). We shall prove that       is IF-  (iii).  

Since       is IF-T1(i), then for all             there exists               

             such that         ,        ;         ,          and  

       ,         ;         ,                    ,         ;  

       ,           and         ,         ;          ,         . 

Which is IF-T1(iii). Hence IF-T1(i)      IF-T1(iii).  

Furthermore, it can prove that IF-T1(i)       IF-T1(iv),  IF-T1(ii)      IF-T1(iv)  

and  IF-T1(iii)       IF-T1(iv).  

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples.  
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Example (a) Let            and     be  the intuitionistic fuzzy  topology  on  

   generated  by        where   = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.7), 

( , 1, 0)}. We see that the IFTS        is IF-T1(ii) but not IF-T1(i). 

 

Example (b) Let            and      be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology  on  

   generated by        where     = {( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 1)} and    = {( , 0, 1), 

( , 0.6, 0)}.  We see that the IFTS         is IF-T1(iii) but not IF-T1(i). 

 

Example (c) Let            and     be  the intuitionistic fuzzy  topology  on  

   generated by        where   = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)} and    = {( , 0, 0.6), 

( , 1, 0)}. We see that the IFTS        is IF-T1(ii) but not IF-T1(iii). 

 

Example (d) Let           and     be  the intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on  

   generated  by         where   = {( , 0.3, 0), ( , 0, 1)} and    = {( , 0, 1),  

( , 0.5, 0)}. We see that the IFTS        is IF-T1(iii) but not IF-T1(ii).  

 

Theorem 3.1.4 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implications:  
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Proof: Suppose       is   -IF-T1(i). We shall prove  that        is   -IF-T1(i). 

Let          Since       is   -IF-T1(i), then for  all                 there 

exists                              such that         ,         ;  

                   and        ,         ;         ,           

          ,        ;         ,         and        ,        ;  

       ,           for any        . Which is  -IF-T1(ii).  Hence        

 -IF-T1(i)         -IF-T1(ii).  

 

Again, suppose       is  -IF-T1(ii) space. We shall prove that       is 

 -IF-T1(iii). Let        . Since        is  -IF-T1(ii),  then for  all           

     there exists                              such that         ,  

       ;                     and         ,         ;         ,  

                   ,         ;         ,         and        ,  

       ;        ,          for any        . Which is  -IF-T1(iii). 

Hence    -IF-T1(ii)      -IF-T1(iii).   

Furthermore, it can prove that   -IF-T1(i)       -IF-T1(iii).   

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by         where    = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.4), 

( , 0.4, 0)}. For    0.3, we  see  that  the  IFTS        is   -IF-T1(ii)  but not 

  -IF-T1(i).   
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Example (b) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

generated by        where     ={( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)} and B = {( , 0, 0.5), 

  , 0.3, 0)}. For    0.4, we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T1(iii) but neither  

  -IF-T1(ii) nor  -IF-T1(i).    

Theorem 3.1.5 Let (   ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and 

0      , then 

(1)   -IF-T1(i)        -IF-T1(i). 

(2)   -IF-T1(ii)        -IF-T1(ii). 

(3)   -IF-T1(iii)        -IF-T1(iii). 

Proof (1):  Suppose  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy topological space         is        

 -IF-T1(i). We shall prove that (   ) is  -IF-T1(i). Since (   ) is   -IF-T1(i), 

then for all               with     (0, 1)  there exists             

              such that        ,         ;         ,           

and         ,        ;        ,                     ,        ;  

       ,           and         ,         ;         ,            

as  0      , which  is   -IF-T1(i).  Hence    -IF-T1(i)         -IF-T1(i).  

Furthermore, it can prove that  -IF-T1(ii)       -IF-T1(ii)  and    -IF-T1(iii)   

      -IF-T1(iii). 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let           and  let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy  topology on 

  generated by {   } where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.6)} and    = {( , 0, 0.5), 
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( , 1, 0)}. For    0.5 and    = 0.7, we see that the IFTS (   ) is  -IF-T1(i) but 

not  -IF-T1(i). 

Example (b) Let          and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on 

  generated by {   } where    = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.6), 

( , 0.7, 0)}. For    0.5 and   = 0.8, we see that the IFTS (   ) is  -IF-T1(ii) 

but not  -IF-T1(ii). 

 

Example (c) Let           and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on 

  generated by {   } where   = {( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)} and  = {( , 0, 0.5), 

( , 0.3, 0)}. For    0.4 and   = 0.6, we see that the IFTS (   ) is  -IF-T1(iii) 

but not  -IF-T1(iii). 

 

3.2 Subspaces: 

Theorem 3.2.1 Let         be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,       

and     = {        }, then 

(1)        is  IF-T1(i)                is IF-T1(i). 

(2)         is  IF-T1(ii)               is  IF-T1(ii). 

(3)         is  IF-T1(iii)               is  IF-T1(iii). 

(4)         is  IF-T1(iv)               is   IF-T1(iv). 

Proof (1): Suppose       is IF-T1(i). We shall prove that        is IF-T1(i). 

Let       with     then         with       as      .  Since          

is IF-T1(i)  then  there  exists            ,                such that 
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       ,         ;                    and         ,        ;  

       ,                                     ;                

            and                                          

              Hence  {(    ,      ), (     ,     )}         (B   , C   ) 

   . Therefore, the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space        is IF-T1(i). 

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way.  

Theorem 3.2.2 Let        be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,       

and     = {        } and let         , then 

(a)         is  -IF-T1(i)               is   -IF-T1(i). 

(b)         is  -IF-T1(ii)                is   -IF-T1(ii). 

(c)         is  -IF-T1(iii)                is   -IF-T1(iii).     

Proof (a): Suppose       is  -IF-T1(i). We shall prove that        is            

 -IF-T1(i). Let              then       ,      as      .  Since        

is  -IF-T1(i), then there exists           ,              such that 

       ,         ;                     and         ,        ;  

       ,                    ( ) =1,        ( ) = 0;       )( )  ,   

      ( )     and        ( ) = 1,        ( ) = 0;        ( )     ,   

      ( )  . Hence {(    ,     ), (    ,     )}        (B   , C  )    . 

Therefore, the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space         is  -IF-T1(i). 

(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way.  
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3.3 Good extension: 

Definition 3.3.1An intuitionistic topological space       is called intuitionistic 

T1-space (I-T1 space) if for all      ,      there exists           ,  

               such that (     ,      ;      ,       )  and               

(     ,              ,         

 

Theorem 3.3.2 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and       be 

an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications:  

 

Proof: Suppose       is I-T1. We shall prove that       is IF-T1(i). Since 

      is I-T1, then for all        ,       there exists           ,  

               such that      ,     ;      ,       and     ,   

           ,             
     ,    

     ;    
     ,     

      

and    
     ,     

     ;     
     ,     

     .  Let    
   , 

   
   ,     

   ,     
     then                               

        and                                      . Hence      

{(  ,   ),  (  ,   )                is  IF-T1. Therefore I-T1      IF-T1(i).  
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Conversely, suppose       is IF-T1(i). We shall prove that       is I-T1. 

Since       is IF-T1(i), then for all        ,       there exists     
       

 , 

    
    

    such that    
     ,    

     ;    
     ,    

      and  

   
          

          
         

                           ,  

     and      ,     ;            . Hence{(             ,   )}      

            is  I-T1. Hence IF-T1(i)     I-T1. Therefore I-T1      IF-T1(i). 

 

Furthermore, it can prove that I-T1     IF-T1(ii),  I-T1     IF-T1(iii)  and  I-T1  

    IF-T1(iv). 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let          and     be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology on   

   generated by {      where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)} and B = {( , 0, 0.5), 

  , 1, 0)}, we see that the IFTS        is IF-T1(ii) but not corresponding I-T1. 

 

Example (b) Let           and      be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on   

   generated  by       where    = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 1)} and  B = {( , 0, 1), 

  , 0.6, 0)}, we see that the IFTS       is IF-T1(iii) but not corresponding I-T1. 

 

Example (c) Let           and     be  the  intuitionistic fuzzy  topology on   

  generated by       where    = {( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 0.3 )} and  B = {( , 0, 0.4), 

  , 0.6, 0)}, we see that the IFTS       is IF-T1(iv) but not corresponding I-T1. 
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Theorem 3.3.3 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and       be 

the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications:  

 

Proof: Suppose        is I-T1. We shall prove that       is IF-T1(i). Let 

         Since       is I-T1, then for all        ,       there exists  

         ,                 such that      ,      ;      ,        

and      ,            ,            
     ,    

     ;    
     ,  

   
       and     

          
          

          
       Let       

   
   ,     

   ,     
   ,     

     then                      

                  and                                         

                                      and                      

                    for any          .  Hence   {(  ,   ), (  ,   )      

          is   -IF-T1. Therefore,  I-T1       -IF-T1(i).   

 

Furthermore, it can prove that I-T1     -IF-T1(ii)  and  I-T1      -IF-T1(iii).  

 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 
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Example (a) Let          and let      be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on  

  generated by        where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.7)} and   = {( , 0, 0.8), 

( , 1, 0)}. For   0.7, we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-T1(i) but not 

corresponding I-T1. 

Example (b) Let          and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on  

  generated by        where   = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.6), 

( , 0.6, 0)}. For   0.4, we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T1(ii)  but not 

corresponding I-T1. 

Example (c) Let          and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on  

  generated by       where   = {( , 0.3, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.5), 

( , 0.4, 0)}. For   0.4, we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T1(iii) but not 

corresponding I-T1. 

 

3.4 Productivity in Intuitionistic Fuzzy T1-Spaces:  

Theorem 3.4.1 Let {(  ,    ) :     }be a family of intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological space and let       be their product of IFTS. Then the product 

IFTS (   , ∏   ) is IF-T1(i) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T1(i). 

Proof: Suppose the IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T1(i) for all     .  We shall prove 

that the product IFTS       is IF-T1(i). Choose        ,    . Let      ,  

      , then there exists      such that       .  Now,   since (  ,   ) is   

IF-T1(i), then there exists         
    

          
    

     such that 

{    
           

      ;    
      ,    

      } and {    
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      ,    
      }. Now consider the basic IFOSs      

and      where           ,             for     ,      and       , 

      when    . Then {        (        
       ,        

       ) = (1, 0); 

        (        
       ,        

       ) = (0, 1)} and {        (        
       , 

       
       ) = (1, 0);          (        

       ,         
       ) = (0, 1)}. Hence 

      is IF-T1(i).  

For n = ii, iii, iv, it can be shown that if suppose {(  ,   ) : m   } is a family 

of IFTS and       is their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) 

is IF-T1(n) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T1(n). 

Theorem 3.4.2 Let {(  ,    ) :    }be a family of IFTS and       be their 

product IFTS. Then the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is  -IF-T1(i) if each IFTS 

(  ,   ) is  -IF-T1(i). 

Proof: Suppose the IFTS (  ,   ) is  -IF-T1(i) for all     .  We shall prove 

that the product IFTS       is  -IF-T1(i). Choose       ,     . Let  

     ,        , then there exists       such that       .  Now,  since  

(  ,   ) is  -IF-T1(i), then there exists         
    

           
    

     

such that {    
            

      ;     
      ,     

      }  and 

{   
            

            
      ,    

      }. Now consider the basic 

IFOSs      and      where           ,             for     ,      

and       ,       when    . Then {     =            =         

(        
       ,        

       );      =            =         (        
       , 
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       )} and {     =            =         (        

                
       );   

      =              =           (        
       ,        

       )}. Now {       =  

       
        = 1,                 

        = 0;                 
        = 0,       = 

       
         } and {      =        

        = 1,       =        
        = 0;  

               
      ) = 0,        =        

          }. Hence       is  -IF-T1(i). 

 

For n = ii, iii it can be shown that if suppose {(  ,   ) : m   } is a family of 

IFTS and       is their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is 

IF-T1(n) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T1(n). 

3.5 Mappings in Intuitionistic Fuzzy T1-spaces: 

Theorem 3.5.1 Let        and          be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

spaces and   :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(1)        is  IF-T1(i)            is  IF-T1(i). 

(2)        is  IF-T1(ii)             is  IF-T1(ii). 

(3)        is  IF-T1(iii)            is  IF-T1(iii). 

(4)         is  IF-T1(iv)            is  IF-T1(iv). 

Proof: Suppose the IFTS       is IF-T1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is IF-T1(i). Let         with       . Since   is onto, then    

        such that          and         . Again, since       , then 

                as   is one-one and onto. Hence       . Therefore, since 

      is IF-T1(i),  then there exists            ,               such that 
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(         ,          ;          ,         ) and  (        ,  

        ;          ,         ). Now  {            =     
        = 

       = 1,              =     
        =        = 0;             = 

    
        =        = 0,            ) =     

        =        = 1} and  

{             =     
        =        = 1,              =     

        = 

       = 0;             =     
        =        = 0,            ) = 

    
        =        = 1}. Since   is IF-continuous, then        ,       , 

      ,      )}   with {(     )      , (     )      , (     )      ,  

(     )      }  and  {(     )      ,  (     )      ;  (     )      ,  

(     )      . Therefore, the IFTS       is IF-T1(i).      

Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is IF-T1(i). We shall prove that the 

IFTS       is IF-T1(i). Let         with       . Since   is one-one, then  

          such that          and          and             . That is, 

      . Since       is IF-T1(i), then there exists            ,    

            such that (         ,          ;          ,         ) 

and (         ,          ;          ,         ). Now, 

{               =            =        = 1,  (              =            = 

       = 0;               =            =        = 0,                =  

          =        = 1} and {               =            =        = 1,  

              =            =        = 0;               =            = 

       = 0,               =           =        = 1}. Since   is IF-continuous, 

then {(       ,        ), (       ,        )}   with {               , 
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               ; (       )      ,                } and 

{ (       )         (       )                        , 

               }. Therefore, the IFTS       is IF-T1(i).  

 

(2), (3), (4) can be proved in the similar way.  

 

Theorem 3.5.2 Let      and       be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

spaces  and    :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(a)         is   -IF-T1(i)            is   -IF-T1(i). 

(b)        is   -IF-T1(ii)            is   -IF-T1(ii). 

(c)        is   -IF-T1(iii)           is   -IF-T1(iii). 

Proof (a): Suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-T1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-T1(i). Let         with       . Since   is onto, then    

        such that          and         . Again, since       , then 

                as   is  one-one and onto. Hence      . Therefore, since 

      is  -IF-T1(i), then there exists            ,               such 

that  (        ,          ;          ,         ) and  (        , 

        ;          ,         ). Now  {            =     
        = 

       = 1,              =     
        =        = 0;             = 

    
        =        = 0,            ) =     

        =          } and  

{             =     
        =        = 1,              =     

        = 

       = 0;             =     
        =        = 0,            ) = 

    
        =          }. Since   is IF-continuous, then        ,         
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      ,      )}   with {(     )      , (     )      ,  (     )      ,  

(     )      } and  {(     )         (     )      ;  (     )      ,  

(     )      . Therefore, the IFTS       is  -IF-T1(i).    

Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-T1(i). We shall prove that 

the IFTS       is  -IF-T1(i). Let          with      . Since   is one-one, 

then           such that          and          and             . That 

is,       . Therefore since       is  -IF-T1(i), then there exists           ,  

              such that          ,         ;         ,          

and         ,          ;          ,         . Now, {              

=            =        = 1,  (              =            =        = 0; 

              =            =        = 0,                =            = 

        } and {              =            =        = 1,                =  

          =        = 0;               =            =        = 0,  

              =            =           }. Since   is IF-continuous, then 

{(        ,        ), (        ,        )}    with {                , 

(       )        (       )                         and 

 (       )        (       )                          

               }. Therefore, the IFTS       is  -IF-T1(i). 

 

(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way.   
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CHAPTER 4 

On Intuitionistic Fuzzy T2-Spaces 

 

The concepts of Hausdorffness in fuzzy topological spaces were studied by 

Srivastava[126], Lal[128] and Hossain[55]. Lupianez[76] defined new notions 

of Hausdorffness in the intuitionistic fuzzy sense and obtained some new 

properties, in particular in convergence. Bayhan and Coker [20] introduced   

T2-space separation axioms in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. Yue and 

Fang[149] considered the separation axioms T2-space in an intuitionistic fuzzy  

(I-fuzzy) topological spaces. 

In this chapter, a set of new notions of T2-properties in intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological spaces are studied. We introduce seven notions of intuitionistic 

fuzzy T2-space. We establish the relationship among them. We also see that all 

these notions satisfy “good extension” property. Furthermore, it is proved that 

these notions are hereditary and productive. Moreover, we observe that all 

concepts are preserved under one-one, onto and continuous mappings.  

4.1 Definition and Properties: 

Definition 4.1.1 An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space       is called 

(1) IF-T2(i) if  for  all                there exists                 

             such that                   ;                      

and        . 
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(2) IF-T2(ii)  if  for  all                there exists                 

             such that                   ;                      

and              where        . 

(3) IF-T2(iii)  if  for  all                there exists                 

             such that                   ;                      

and              where        . 

(4) IF-T2(iv)  if  for  all                there exists                 

             such that                   ;                      

and              where        . 

 

Definition 4.1.2 Let         . An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

      is called 

(a)  -IF-T2(i) if for all               there exists            ,    

             such that                             ,            

and        .   

(b)  -IF-T2(ii) if for all               there exists            ,   

             such that                             ,            

and            )  where        . 

(c)  -IF-T2(iii) if for all               there exists           ,   

             such that                             ,            

and            )  where        . 
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Theorem 4.1.3 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implications: 

 

Proof: Suppose       is IF-T2(i). We shall prove that        is IF-T2(ii). Since 

      is IF-T2(i), then for all      ,      there exists          , 

              such that                                         

and                                          ,          and 

          ) where        . Which is IF-T2(ii) space. Hence IF-T2(i)  

      IF-T2(ii). 

Again, suppose       is IF-T2(i). We shall prove that       is            

IF-T2(iii). Since       is IF-T2(i), then for all      ,       there exists  

         ,               such that                              

        and                                       ,          

and           ) where        . Which is IF-T2(iii). Hence IF-T2(i)  

      IF-T2(iii).    

Furthermore, it can prove that IF-T2(i)      IF-T2(iv),  IF-T2(ii)      IF-T2(iv) 

and  IF-T2(iii)       IF-T2(iv).   

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples.  
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Example (a) Let          and      be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on     

generated by {   } where    = { , 1, 0} and   = { , 0.5, 0}. We see that the 

IFTS         is IF-T2(ii) but not IF-T2(i). 

 

Example (b) Let        } and      be the intuitionistic fuzzy  topology on    

generated  by {   } where    = { , 0.3, 0} and   = { , 1, 0}. We see that the 

IFTS        is IF-T2(iii)  but not IF-T2(i). 

 

Example (c) Let           and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

generated by {   } where    = { , 1, 0} and   = { , 0.7, 0}. We see that the 

IFTS         is IF-T2(ii)  but not IF-T2(iii). 

 

Example (d) Let        } and     be the  intuitionistic fuzzy topology on     

generated by {   } where    = { , 0.6, 0} and    = { , 1, 0}. We see that the 

IFTS        is IF-T2(iii)  but not IF-T2(ii). 

 

Theorem 4.1.4 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implications:  

 

Proof: Suppose         is   -IF-T2(i). We shall prove that        is  -IF-T2(ii). 

Since       is  -IF-T2(i), then for all                        ts              
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                         such that                             ,  

        and      =                                   ,           

and                 where        ]  for  any            Which  is   

 -IF-T2(ii). Hence  -IF-T2(i)      -IF-T2(ii).   

Again, suppose       is  -IF-T2(ii). We shall prove that       is         

 -IF-T2(iii). Since       is  -IF-T2(ii), then for all                         

                          such that                             ,  

        and             where                               

       ,            and              where          for any  

         Which is  -IF-T2(iii). Hence   -IF-T2(ii)     -IF-T2(iii).  

 

Furthermore, it can prove that  -IF-T2(i)       -IF-T2(iii).   

 

None of the reverse implications is true in general as can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let           and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on X 

generated by        where    = { , 0.3, 0} and    = { , 0.4, 0}. For    0.3, 

we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T2(ii)  but not  -IF-T2(i)  

 

Example (b) Let         and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

generated by        where    = { , 0.2, 0} and B = { , 0.6, 0}. For    0.4, 

we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-T2(iii) but neither  -IF-T2(ii) nor  -IF-T2(i). 
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Theorem 4.1.5 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and 

       , then 

(a)  -IF-T2(i)        -IF-T2(i). 

(b)  -IF-T2(ii)         -IF-T2(ii). 

(c)  -IF-T2(iii)         -IF-T2(iii).  

Proof (a):  Suppose the IFTS        is  -IF-T2(i). We shall prove that       is 

 -IF-T2(i). Since       is  -IF-T2(i), then for all            with           

          there exist                             such that        ,  

                 ,          and                  ,            

       ,         and        as        . Which is  -IF-T2(i). 

Hence   -IF-T2(i)      -IF-T2(i).  

The proofs  -IF-T2(ii)      -IF-T2(ii)  and   -IF-T2(iii)        -IF-T2(iii)  are 

similar. 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let         and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by {   } where   = { , 1, 0} and    = { , 0.6, 0}. For    0.5 and 

  = 0.7, we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T2(i)  but not  -IF-T2(i).  

 

Example (b) Let         and let    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

generated by {   } where   = { , 0.5, 0} and   = { , 0.4, 0}. For    0.4 and 

  = 0.8, we see that the IFTS         is  -IF-T2(ii)  but not  -IF-T2(ii).  
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Example (c) Let         and let    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

generated by {   } where   = { , 0.4, 0} and   = { , 0.5, 0}. For    0.5 and 

  = 0.6, we see that the IFTS        is  -IF-T2(iii)  but not  -IF-T2(iii).  

 

4.2 Subspaces: 

Theorem 4.2.1 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,     

and             }, then 

(1)        is IF-T2(i)               is  IF-T2(i). 

(2)        is IF-T2(ii)              is  IF-T2(ii). 

(3)        is IF-T2(iii)              is  IF-T2(iii). 

(4)        is IF-T2(iv)               is  IF-T2(iv). 

Proof (1): Suppose        is IF-T2(i). We shall prove that        is IF-T2(i). 

Let       with      then        with       as    . Since        is 

IF-T2(i), then there exists           ,              such that          

       ;        ,         and                        

                          ,                  and       {(    ,      )   

(    ,     )}    . Hence {(    ,     ), (    ,     )}      {   ,    } 

   . Therefore, the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space        is IF-T2(i).  

 

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way.  
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Theorem 4.2.2 Let        be  an intuitionistic  fuzzy topological  space,      

and    ={           and         , then 

(a)        is  -IF-T2(i)                is   -IF-T2(i). 

(b)        is  -IF-T2(ii)                is   -IF-T2(ii). 

(c)        is  -IF-T2(iii)                 is   -IF-T2(iii). 

Proof (a): Suppose       is  -IF-T2(i). We shall prove that        is            

 -IF-T2(i). Let        with        then        with      as     .  

Since        is  -IF-T2(i),  then there exists            ,                

such that                   ;         ,           and           

                                          ,              and  

{(    ,      )   (    ,     )}    .    Hence {(    ,      ), (    ,     )} 

       {   ,    }   . Therefore, the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

        is  -IF-T2(i). 

 

 (b) and (c) can be proved the similar way.  

 

4.3 Good Extension: 

Definition 4.3.1 An intuitionistic topological space       is called intuitionistic 

T2-space (I-T2 space) if for all       ,      there exists          ,  

             such  that               and       . 
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Theorem 4.3.2 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and        be 

an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications: 

 

Proof: Suppose         is I-T2 space. We shall prove that         is IF-T2(i).  

Since       is I-T2, then for all       ,     there exists          , 

            such that             and             
     , 

   
      and (   

,    
)   (   

,    
) =     Let    

   ,     
   ,  

   
   ,      

       then                                        

and (     )   (     )    . Hence {(  ,   ), (  ,   )}              is    

IF-T2(i . Therefore,   I-T2     IF-T2(i . 

 

Conversely, suppose       is IF-T2(i). We shall prove that       is I-T2. 

Since       is IF-T2(i), then for all        ,       there exists     
       

 , 

    
    

    such that    
     ,    

     ;    
          

      and 

(   
,    

)   (   
,    

) =                    ;       ,       and 

      . Hence {(            ,   )}                   is   I-T2.  Hence 

IF-T2(i)      I-T2.  Therefore I-T2      IF-T2(i). 
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Furthermore, it can be shown that I-T2     IF-T2(ii),  I-T2      IF-T2(iii)  and      

I-T2       IF-T2(iv).   

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let          and      be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

generated by        where   = { , 1, 0} and B = { , 0.3, 0}, we see that the 

IFTS        is IF-T2(ii) but not corresponding I-T2 . 

 

Example (b) Let       } and     be the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on    

generated by{    } where   = { , 0.5, 0} and B= { , 1, 0}, we see that the 

IFTS        is  IF-T2(iii)  but not corresponding I-T2 .  

 

Example (c) Let       } and     be the intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on    

generated  by {   } where    = { , 0.2, 0} and B = { , 0.6, 0}, we see that the 

IFTS        is  IF-T2(iv)  but not corresponding I-T2 .  

 

Theorem 4.3.3 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and       be 

an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications:  
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Proof:  Suppose        is I-T2 space. We shall prove that         is  -IF-T2(i).  

Since        is I-T2, then for  all        ,       there exists            ,  

            such that              and                
     ,  

   
       and  (   

,    
)   (   

,    
) =           

     ,     
     ;  

   
     ,     

      and (   
,    

)   (   
,    

) =   . Let    
   ,   

   
   ,     

   ,     
      then                                

        and (  ,   )   (  ,   )                   0;          

        and (  ,   )   (  ,   )     for any    (0, 1). Hence {(  ,   ), 

(  ,   )}              is   -IF-T2(i . Therefore I-T2       -IF-T2(i).   

Furthermore, it can be shown that I-T2    -IF-T2(ii) and I-T2      -IF-T2(iii).   

None of the reverse implications is true in general as can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let         and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by {   } where    = { , 1, 0} and   = { , 0.8, 0}. For    0.7, we 

see that the IFTS (     is  -IF-T2(i) but not corresponding I-T2. 

 

Example (b) Let         and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by {   } where    = { , 0.5, 0} and   = { , 0.6, 0}. For   0.4, we 

see that the IFTS       is  -IF-T2(ii)  but not corresponding I-T2. 

 

Example (c) Let         and let    be  the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on   

generated by {   } where    ={ , 0.3, 0} and   ={ , 0.4, 0}. For   0.4, we 

see that the IFTS       is  -IF-T2(iii) but not corresponding I-T2. 
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4.4 Productivity in intuitionistic fuzzy T2-spaces: 

Theorem 4.4.1 Let {(  ,   ) :     }be a family of intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological space and       be their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS 

(   , ∏   ) is IF-T2(i) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T2(i).  

Proof: Suppose the IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-T2(i) for all     .  We shall prove 

that the product IFTS       is IF-T2(i). Choose       ,    . Let       ,  

     ,  then  there exists        such  that       . Now,  since  (  ,   ) is 

IF-T2(i), then there exists    (   
     

)        
    

     such that 

   
           

      ;    
           

       and         . Now 

consider the basic IFOSs     and     where           ,            

for     ,      and       ,       when    . Then         

(        
       ,           

       ) = (1, 0);           (        
       ,        

       ) = 

(1, 0) and              because for     ,           . Hence       is 

IF-T2(i). 

For n = ii, iii, iv, it can be shown that if suppose {(  ,   ) : m   } is a family 

of IFTS and       is their product IFTS. Then the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) 

is IF-T2(n) if each IFTS  (  ,   ) is IF-T2(n).   

Theorem 4.4.2 Let {(  ,   ) : m   } be a family of intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological space and       be their product IFTS.  Then the product IFTS 

(   , ∏   ) is  -IF-T2(i) if each IFTS (  ,   ) is  -IF-T2(i).    

Proof: Suppose the IFTS (  ,   ) is  -IF-T2(i) for all     .  We shall prove 

that the product IFTS       is  -IF-T2(i). Choose       ,    . Let          
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     ,      , then there exists     such that      . Now, since (  ,   ) 

is  -IF-T2(i), then there exists         
    

           
    

     such that 

   
           

      ;    
           

       and         . Now 

consider the basic IFOSs     and     where           ,            

for     ,      and       ,       when    . Then {     =            

=          (        
       ,        

       } and {     =            =         

(        
       ,        

       }. Now, {              
        =1,         

       
        =  }; {      =        

          ,       =        
        = 0} and             

           because for     ,           . Hence       is  -IF-T2(i).  

 

For n = ii, iii, it can be shown that if suppose {(  ,   ) : m   } is a family of 

IFTS and       is their product IFTS.  Then the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is 

 -IF-T2(n) if each (  ,   ) is  -IF-T2(n).   

 

4.5 Mappings in intuitionistic fuzzy T2-spaces: 

Theorem 4.5.1 Let        and       be  two  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topological  

spaces  and    :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(1)        is  IF-T2(i)            is  IF-T2(i). 

(2) (       is  IF-T2(ii)             is  IF-T2(ii).  

(3) (       is  IF-T2(iii)             is  IF-T2(iii).  

(4) (       is  IF-T2(iv)             is  IF-T2(iv). 
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Proof (1): Suppose the IFTS       is IF-T2(i).  We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is IF-T2(i). Let         with       . Since   is onto, then    

        such that          and         . Again, since      , then 

                as   is  one-one and onto. Hence      . Therefore, since 

      is IF-T2(i),  then there exists            ,               such that  

        ,          ;         ,           and           Now  

{            =             =        = 1,              =             = 

       = 0}; {            =             =        = 1,              = 

            =        = 0} and               (           )      Since   is 

IF-continuous, then        ,       ,       ,      )}   with           ) = 1, 

          ) = 0;           ) = 1,           ) = 0 and                  

(           )       Therefore, the IFTS       is IF-T2(i). 

 

Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is IF-T2(i). We shall prove that the 

IFTS       is IF-T2(i). Let         with       . Since   is one-one, then  

          such that          and          and            . That is 

     . Since       is IF-T2(i), then there exists           ,            

   such that         ,         ;         ,          and               

         Now,               =            =        = 1,               =  

          =        = 0;               =            =        = 1,  

              =            =          = 0 and  {               )                   

  (               } =   . Since   is IF-continuous, then {(       ,        ), 

(       ,        )}   with               = 1,                = 0;  
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              = 1,                = 0  and  (         
      )                         

  (                  ) =   . Therefore, the IFTS       is IF-T2(i). 

 

(2), (3), (4) can be proved in the similar way.  

 

Theorem 4.5.2 Let        and        be  two  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topological  

space  and    :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(a)        is   -IF-T2(i)            is   -IF-T2(i). 

(b) (       is   -IF-T2(ii)             is   -IF-T2(ii).  

(c) (       is   -IF-T2(iii)              is   -IF-T2(iii).  

Proof (a): Suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-T2(i).  We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-T2(i). Let         with      . Since   is onto, then    

        such that          and         . Again, since      , then 

                as   is  one-one and onto. Hence      . Therefore, since 

      is  -IF-T2(i),  then there exists            ,               such 

that          ,          ;          ,            and           

Now  {            =             =        = 1,              =             = 

       = 0}; {            =             =         ,              = 

            =        = 0}  and                  (           )       Since   

is IF-continuous, then        ,       ,       ,      )}   with           ) = 1, 

          ) = 0;            )   ,            ) = 0 and                  

(           )      Therefore, the IFTS       is  -IF-T2(i). 
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Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-T2(i). We shall prove that 

the IFTS       is  -IF-T2(i). Let         with       . Since   is one-one, 

then            such that          and          and             . 

That is       . Since       is  -IF-T2(i), then there exists            ,  

              such that         ,         ;          ,          

and         Now, {              =            =        = 1, 

              =            =        = 0;               =            = 

         ,               =           =          = 0 and {         
      ) 

  (               } =   . Since   is IF-continuous, then {(       ,        ), 

(       ,        )}   with               = 1,                = 0;  

               ,                = 0  and  ((         
      )                      

  (                  ) =   .Therefore, the IFTS       is   -IF-T2(i).  

 

(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way.  
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CHAPTER 5 

On Intuitionistic Fuzzy R0-Spaces 

 

The concept of R0-property was first defined by Shanin[117] and there 

after Dude[42], Naimpally[90], Dorsett[41], Caldas[25] and Kandil[65]. As 

earlier Keskin[67] and Roy[103] defined many characterizations of               

R0-properties. Fuzzy R0-properties are established by Hutton [60], 

Srivastava[124], Wuyts and Ali[8]. Khedr et. al.[68] also introduced the        

R0-space.   

In this chapter, we introduce seven notions of intuitionistic Fuzzy R0 (in short, 

IF-R0) spaces and establish some relation among them. Also, we prove that all 

of these definitions satisfy “good extension” property. Furthermore, we prove 

that all of these notions are hereditary. Finally, we observe that all these 

concepts are preserved under one-one, onto and continuous mappings. 

 

5.1 Definition and Properties: 

Definition 5.1.1 An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (X,  ) is called 

(1) IF-R0(i) if for all      ,       whenever                  with 

       ,        ;        ,        , then               

such that        ,        ;         ,         . 
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(2) IF-R0(ii) if for all      ,       whenever                with  

       ,        ;         ,         , then               

such that        ,        ;         ,        . 

(3) IF-R0(iii) if for all      ,      whenever                with  

       ,        ;         ,         , then               

such that        ,        ;         ,        . 

(4) IF-R0(iv) if for all      ,       whenever                with  

       ,        ;         ,         , then               

such that        ,        ;         ,        . 

 

Definition 5.1.2 Let        .  An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space  

      is called 

(a)  -IF-R0(i) if for  all       ,       whenever               with  

       ,        ;         ,         , then                

such that        ,        ;         ,        . 

(b)  -IF-R0(ii) if for all       ,       whenever                with  

       ,        ;         ,         , then               

such that        ,         ;         ,         . 

(c)  -IF-R0(iii) if for all       ,       whenever                with  

       ,        ;         ,         , then                

such that        ,         ;         ,         . 
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Theorem 5.1.3 The properties IF-R0(i), IF-R0(ii), IF-R0(iii) and IF-R0(iv) are 

all independent. 

Proof: To prove the non-implications among these properties, we consider the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let           and     be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on 

  generated by {      where   = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and    = {( , 0.3, 0.2), 

( , 0.1, 0.4)}. We see that the IFTS       is IF-R0(i), but it is neither IF-R0(ii) 

nor IF-R0(iv). 

Example (b) Let           and     be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on 

  generated by {      where   = {( , 0.6, 0), ( , 0, 1)}  and    = {( , 0.2, 0.7), 

( , 0.6, 0.3)}. We see that the IFTS       is IF-R0(i), but it is not IF-R0(iii). 

 

Example (c) Let           and     be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on  

  generated by {      where    = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 1)} and    = {( , 0.2, 0.4), 

( , 0.1, 0.6)}. We see that the IFTS       is IF-R0(ii), but it is neither IF-R0(iii) 

nor IF-R0(iv). 

Example (d) Let           and     be the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on  

  generated  by {      where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 1)}  and    = {( , 0, 0.2), 

( , 1, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is IF-R0(ii), but it is not IF-R0(i). 

 

Example (e) Let            and     be  the  intuitionistic fuzzy  topology  on  

  generated by {   } where   = {( , 0.6, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)} and   = {( , 0.3, 0.1), 

( , 0.4, 0.2)}. We see that the IFTS       is IF-R0(iii), but it is not IF-R0(iv). 
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Example (f) Let           and     be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on  

  generated  by {   } where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 1)}   and      = {( , 0, 1), 

( , 0.5, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is IF-R0(iii), but it is not IF-R0(i). 

 

Example (g) Let           and     be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology  on  

   generated by {   } where    = {( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 1)} and    = {( , 0, 0.5), 

( , 0.6, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is IF-R0(iv), but it is not IF-R0(iii). 

 

Theorem 5.1.4 The properties  -IF-R0(i),  -IF-R0(ii) and   -IF-R0(iii) are all 

independent. 

Proof: To prove the non-implications among these properties, we consider the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let          and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on X 

generated by {   } where   = {( , 0.6, 0), ( , 0, 0.8)} and   = {( , 0.4, 0.3), 

( , 0.5, 0.2)}. For    0.2, we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-R0(i), but it is 

neither  -IF-R0(ii) nor  -IF-R0(iii).   

 

Example (b) Let       } and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on         

  generated  by {     where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and B = {( , 0, 0.6), 

  , 0.4, 0)}. For   0.3, we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-R0(ii), but it is not 

  -IF-R0(i).  

Example (c) Let       } and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on         

  generated by{     where    ={( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and B ={( , 0, 0.1), 
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  , 0.3, 0)}. For   0.5, we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-R0(ii), but it is not 

  -IF-R0(iii). 

Example (d) Let       } and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on        

  generated  by {     where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.7)} and  B ={( , 0, 0.3), 

  , 0.2, 0)}. For   0.3, we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-R0(iii), but it is 

neither   -IF-R0(i) nor  -IF-R0(ii). 

 

5.2 Subspace: 

Theorem 5.2.1 Let        be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,      

and     = {        }, then 

(1)        is  IF-R0(i)               is  IF-R0(i). 

(2)        is  IF-R0(ii)               is  IF-R0(ii). 

(3)        is  IF-R0(iii)               is  IF-R0(iii). 

(4)        is  IF-R0(iv)               is  IF-R0(iv). 

Proof (1): Suppose       is the IFTS IF-R0(i). We shall prove that         is 

IF-R0(i). Let      ,     with        
    

     such that    
               

   
     ;    

            
     . Suppose             is the 

extension IFS of    on  , then        ,        ;                     

Since        . That is,      . Again, since       is IF-R0(i), then   

             such that                ;                     

           ,            ;            ,            . Hence 

                Therefore        is IF-R0(i).  

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way.  
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Theorem 5.2.2 Let         be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,       

and      = {        } and        , then 

(a)        is   -IF-R0(i)              is   -IF-R0(i). 

(b)        is   -IF-R0(ii)              is   -IF-R0(ii). 

(c)        is   -IF-R0(iii)              is   -IF-R0(iii).   

Proof (a): Suppose       is the IFTS  -IF-R0(i). We shall prove that        

is  -IF-R0(i). Let      ,     with        
    

     such that 

   
         

     ;    
         

     . Suppose             

is the extension IFS of     on  , then         ,         ;          

         Since        . That is,       . Again, since       is        

 -IF-R0(i), then               such that                ;          

                     ,             ;            ,            . 

Hence                 Therefore        is  -IF-R0(i).  

 

(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way.  

 

5.3 Good Extension: 

Definition 5.3.1An intuitionistic topological space       is called intuitionistic 

R0-space (I-R0 space) if for all       ,      whenever                  

with     ,      and     ,      then                such  that 

    ,       and      ,      .  
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Theorem 5.3.2 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and let       

be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications: 

 

Proof: Let (     be I-R0 space. We shall show that (     is IF-R0(i). Suppose 

      is I-R0. Let      ,     with     
    

    such that    
     , 

   
      and    

     ,    
                      and     , 

    . Hence (         . Since (     is I-R0, then              such 

that      ,       and      ,             
     ,    

      and 

   
     ,    

             
    

   . Hence       is IF-R0(i). 

Therefore I-R0     IF-R0(i).   

Conversely, let       be IF-R0(i). We shall show that        is I-R0. 

Suppose (     is IF-R0(i). Let        ,       with              such  

that     ,      and     ,         
     ,    

      and 

   
     ,    

       Hence     
    

     Since       is IF-R0(i), then   

    
    

     such that    
     ,     

      and    
     ,    

      

       ,       and     ,                . Hence         is   

I-R0. Hence IF-R0(i)   I-R0. Therefore I-R0   IF-R0(i).  

Furthermore, it can prove that I-R0   IF-R0(ii), I-R0     IF-R0(iii) and I-R0     

  IF-R0(iv). 
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None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let         and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on         

  generated by {     where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)} and B = {( , 0, 0.5), 

  , 1, 0)}, we see that the IFTS (   ) is IF-R0(ii), but not corresponding I-R0. 

 

Example (b) Let         and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on          

   generated by         where    = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 1)} and B = {( , 0, 1), 

  , 0.6, 0)}, we see that the IFTS (   ) is IF-R0(iii), but not corresponding      

I-R0. 

Example (c) Let         and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on          

  generated by       where    = {( , 1, 0), ( ,  0, 0.3 )} and B = {( , 0, 0.4), 

  , 0.6, 0)}, we see that the IFTS (   ) is IF-R0(iv), but not corresponding      

I-R0. 

Theorem 5.3.3 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and       be 

an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications: 

 

Proof:  Let       be I-R0 space. We shall show that        is  -IF-R0(i). Let  

         Suppose       is I-R0. Let       ,     with     
    

    

such that    
     ,    

     ;    
     ,    

           
     , 
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     ;    

     ,    
      for any                         

     ,     . Hence          . Since       is I-R0, then              

such that     ,       and     ,          
     ,    

     ; 

   
     ,    

         
     ,    

     ;    
     ,    

      

for             
    

   . Hence       is  -IF-R0(i). Therefore I-R0   

     -IF-R0(i).    

Furthermore, it can prove that I-R0      -IF-R0(ii) and I-R0     -IF-R0(iii). 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples.  

Example (a) Let         and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on     

  generated by {     where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.7)} and   = {( , 0, 0.8), 

( , 1, 0)}. For   0.7, we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-R0(i) but not 

corresponding I-R0. 

 

Example (b) Let         and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on    

  generated by {     where    = {( , 1, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.6), 

( , 0.6, 0)}. For   0.5, we see that the IFTS       is  -IF-R0(ii) but not 

corresponding I-R0 . 

 

Example (c) Let         and let   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on     

  generated by {   } where   = {( , 0.3, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.5), 

( , 1, 0)}. For   0.4, we see that the IFTS       is  -IFR0(iii) but not 

corresponding I-R0. 
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5.4 Mappings in intuitionistic fuzzy R0-spaces: 

Theorem 5.4.1 Let       and       be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

spaces and   :      be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then  

(1) (     is IF-R0(i)        is  IF-R0(i). 

(2) (     is IF-R0(ii)        is  IF-R0(ii). 

(3) (     is IF-R0(iii)        is  IF-R0(iii). 

(4) (     is IF-R0(iv)        is  IF-R0(iv). 

Proof (1) Suppose the IFTS       is IF-R0(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is IF-R0(i). Let               with               such that 

  (     ,         . Since   is onto, then           such that    

        and            . Since       , then                . Hence  

     . We have                    , as   is IF-continuous. Now, 

              =            =          and                         

        . Therefore, since       is IF-R0(i), then                 such 

that          ,         . Now,             =    (       ) =          

and             =   (       ) =          as   is one-one and onto. Hence 

(     ,         . Therefore       is IF-R0(i).  
       

 

Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is IF-R0(i). We shall prove that the 

IFTS       is IF-R0(i). Let               with              such 

that         ,         . Since f is one-one, then        such that  

        , i = 1, 2. Hence             implies        as   is one-one. We 

have                 as   is IF-continuous. Now,             =  
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               =    
         ) =        = 1and             =     

           

=         .Therefore, since       is IF-R0(i), then                such 

that        =1,          . Now,               =                     

and                                 , as   is one-one and onto. Hence 

                   . Therefore is       IF-R0(i).  

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way. 

 

Theorem 5.4.2 Let       and       be  two  intuitionistic  fuzzy  topological 

spaces and   :      be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then  

(a) (     is  -IF-R0(i)        is   -IF-R0(i). 

(b) (     is  -IF-R0(ii)        is   -IF-R0(ii). 

(c) (     is  -IF-R0(iii)        is   -IF-R0(iii).  

Proof (1) Suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-R0(i). We shall prove that the       

is  -IF-R0(i). Let               with              such that 

  (     ,         ;   (     ,         . Since   is onto, then    

        such that            and            . Since       , then 

               . Hence       . We have                    , as   is 

IF-continuous. Now,               =            =         ,               

=           =         ;               =           =         , 

              =                    . Therefore, since       is IF-R0(i), 

then                such that         ,         ;         , 

        . Now,              =      
        =         ,             = 

    
        =         ;             =     

        =         ,  
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            =     
        =          as   is one-one and onto. Hence 

(     ,         . Therefore       is IF-R0(i).  

 

Conversely, suppose the IFTS       is IF-R0(i). We shall prove that the 

IFTS       is IF-R0(i). Let               with              such 

that         ,         ;         ,         . Since f is one-one, then 

       such that         , i = 1, 2. Hence             implies      . We 

have                 as   is IF-continuous. Now,             = 

               =     
           =         ,             =                = 

    
                    ;             =                =     

           

=                        =               =     
                    . 

Therefore, since       is IF-R0(i), then                such that 

        ,          ;         ,          .  Now,               = 

                    ,               =                    ; 

              =                     ,                         

        , as   is one-one and onto. Hence                    .  

Therefore       is IF-R0(i).   

 

(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way. 
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CHAPTER 6 

On Intuitionistic Fuzzy R1-Spaces 

 

The concept of R1-property was first defined by Yang[148] and there 

after Murdeshwar[89], Dorset[41] and Ekici[43]. As earlier Keskin[67] and 

Roy [103] defined many characterizations of R1-properties. Hutton[60], 

Srivastava[125], Khedr[68], Kandil[65], Hossain[56] and many other fuzzy 

topologists established the concepts of fuzzy R1-properties. They introduced 

R1-space, separation axioms and found their relations with other spaces.  

  

The purpose in this chapter is to study seven new notions of R1-property in 

intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. All these notions satisfy “good 

extension” property. We give several characterizations of these notions and 

discuss certain relationship among them. It is shown that these notions are 

hereditary and projective. Moreover some of their basic properties are obtained. 

Finally, we observe that all these concepts are preserved under one-one, onto 

and continuous mappings. 

6.1 Definitions and Properties: 

Definition 6.1.1 An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space       is called 

(1) IF-R1(i)  if for  all       ,       whenever                with  

         , then            ,             such that        , 

       ;         ,          and        . 
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(2) IF-R1(ii)  if for all       ,       whenever                with  

         , then            ,               such that          

       ;        ,         and             where        ]  

 

(3) IF-R1(iii)  if for all       ,      whenever                with  

         , then            ,              such that        , 

       ;        ,         and             where       ]  

 

(4) IF-R1(iv)  if for all       ,      whenever                with  

         , then            ,              such that        , 

       ;        ,         and             where        ]  

 

Definition 6.1.2 Let          An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

      is called 

(a)  -IF-R1(i) if for all       ,      whenever               with 

         , then            ,             such that          

       ;         ,          and        . 

 

(b)  -IF-R1(ii) if for all      ,     whenever               with 

         , then            ,             such that        , 

       ;        ,         and             where       ]  
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(c)  -IF-R1(iii) if for all       ,      whenever                with 

         , then            ,             such that          

       ;         ,         and            where       ]  

 

Theorem 6.1.3 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implication:  

 

Proof: Suppose       is IF-R1(i) space. We shall prove that       is IF-R1(ii). 

Let              and               with              Since        is 

IF-R1(i), then            ,             such that       = 1,     

       ;        ,         and                   ,        ; 

       ,         and             where       ]  Which is      

IF-R1(ii). Hence IF-R1(i)     IF-R1(ii). 

 

Again, suppose       is IF-R1(i).We shall prove that       is IF-R1(iii). 

Let              and               with              Since       is 

IF-R1(i), then             ,             such that         , 

       ;        ,         and                   ,        ; 

       ,         and              where       ]   Which is    

IF-R1(iii). Hence IF-R1(i)      IF-R1(iii).  
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Furthermore, it can prove that IF-R1(i)   IF-R1(iv), IF-R1(ii)   IF-R1(iv) and 

IF-R1(iii)     IF-R1(iv).  

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples.  

Example (a) Let           and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

   generated  by {     }  where    = {( , 0.4, 0), ( , 0, 0.2)},    = {( , 1, 0), 

( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.6), ( , 0.7, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is    

IF-R1(ii) but not IF-R1(i). 

 

Example (b) Let         } and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

  generated  by {     } where    = {( , 0.3, 0), ( , 0, 0.2)},   = {( , 0.5, 0), 

( , 0, 0.7)} and   = {( , 0, 0.6), ( , 1, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is       

IF-R1(iii) but not IF-R1(i). 

 

Example (c) Let           and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

   generated  by  {     } where    = {( , 0.1, 0), ( , 0, 0.7)},    = {( , 1, 0), 

( , 0, 0.6)} and   = {( , 0, 0.3), ( , 0.9, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is    

IF-R1(ii) but not IF-R1(iii). 

 

Example (d) Let        } and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

  generated  by {     } where   = {( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)},   = {( , 0.6, 0), 

( , 0, 0.3)} and   = {( , 0, 0.5), ( , 1, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is       

IF-R1(iii) but not  IF-R1(ii).   
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Theorem 6.1.4 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we 

have the following implications: 

 

Proof: Suppose       is  -IF-R1(i) space. We shall prove that       is          

 -IF-R1(ii). Let          Again, let             and              

with              Since        is  -IF-R1(i),  then             ,  

             such that        ,        ;        ,         and 

                   ,         ;        ,         for any 

        and              where       ]  Which is  -IF-R1(ii). 

Hence  -IF-R1(i)        -IF-R1(ii).  

 

Again, suppose       is  -IF-R1(ii). We shall prove that       is        

 -IF-R1(iii). Let          Again, let              and               

with             Since       is  -IF-R1(ii),  then              ,  

             such that         ,        ;        ,         and 

            where       ]             ,        ;        , 

        for         and              where       ]   Which is 

 -IF-R1(iii). Hence  -IF-R1(ii)       -IF-R1(iii). 

 

Furthermore, it can prove that  -IF-R1(i)    -IF-R1(iii). 
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None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples.  

Example (a) Let           and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on        

  generated by {     } where   = {( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 0.3)},    = {( , 0.6, 0), 

( , 0, 0.4)} and   = {( , 0, 0.5), ( , 0.7, 0)}. For   0.4, we see that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-R1(ii) but not  -IF-R1(i).  

 

Example (b) Let         } and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

  generated by {     } where   = {( , 0.1, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)},    = {( , 0.3, 0), 

( , 0, 0.7)} and   = {( , 0, 0.6), ( , 0.5, 0)}. For   0.5, we see that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-R1(iii) but neither  -IF-R1(ii) nor  -IF-R1(i).   

 

Theorem 6.1.5 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and  

          then    

(a)  -IF-R1(i)      -IF-R1(i).      

(b)  -IF-R1(ii)      -IF-R1(ii). 

(c)  -IF-R1(iii)      -IF-R1(iii).     

Proof (1): Let          Suppose the intuitionistic fuzzy topological space 

      is  -IF-R1(i). We shall prove that       is  -IF-R1(i). Let        

    and               with              Since       is   -IF-R1(i),  

then              ,              such that                     

       ,           and                                    ,  
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        and        as 0      .  Which is  -IF-R1(i).  Hence     

 -IF-R1(i)        -IF-R1(i). 

Furthermore, it can prove that  -IF-R1(ii)    -IF-R1(ii) and   -IF-R1(iii)   

 -IF-R1(iii). 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let         and let     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on  

  generated by {A, B, C}  where   = {( , 0.3, 0), ( , 0, 0.7)},    = {( , 1, 0), 

( , 0, 0.4)} and   = {( , 0, 0.5), ( , 0.6, 0)}. For   = 0.5 and    = 0.7, we see 

that the IFTS       is  -IF-R1(i) but not  -IF-R1(i). 

 

Example (b) Let         and let    be  the intuitionistic  fuzzy  topology on 

  generated by {A, B, C} where   ={( , 0.4, 0), ( , 0, 0.2)},   = {( , 0.7, 0), 

( , 0, 0.5)} and   = {( , 0, 0.3), ( , 0.6, 0)}. For   = 0.6 and    = 0.8, we see 

that the IFTS       is  -IF-R1(ii) but not  -IF-R1(ii). 

 

Example (c) Let         and let  t be  the  intuitionistic  fuzzy topology on 

  generated by {A, B, C} where   = {( , 0.5, 0), ( , 0, 0.1),    = {( , 0.4, 0), 

( , 0, 0.6)} and    = {( , 0, 0.3), ( , 0.5, 0)}. For   = 0.4 and    = 0.6, we see 

that the IFTS       is  -IF-R1(iii) but not  -IF-R1(iii).  
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6.2 Subspaces: 

Theorem 6.2.1 Let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space,      

and    = {        } then 

(1)       is IF-R1(i)               is IF-R1(i). 

(2)       is IF-R1(ii)               is  IF-R1(ii). 

(3)       is IF-R1(iii)               is  IF-R1(iii). 

(4)       is IF-R1(iv)               is  IF-R1(iv). 

Proof (1): Suppose the IFTS       is IF-R1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

       is also IF-R1(i). Let      ,       with        
    

     such 

that            . Since        , then       ,       as    . 

Suppose             is the extension IFS of     on  , then              

Again,   since        is  IF-R1(i),    then                ,              

such that                   ;        ,         and            

                                                    and        

     ,     )   (    ,     ) =   . Hence       ,     ), (    ,      }    

         is IF-R1(i). Therefore        is IF-R1(i).   

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way. 

 

Theorem 6.2.2 Let         and let       be an intuitionistic fuzzy 

topological space,     and    = {        } then 

(a)       is  -IF-R1(i)              is   -IF-R1(i). 

(b)       is  -IF-R1(ii)              is   -IF-R1(ii). 

(c)       is  -IF-R1(iii)              is   -IF-R1(iii). 
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Proof (a): Suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-R1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

       is also  -IF-R1(i). Let      ,       with        
    

     

such that            . Since        , then      ,       as    . 

Suppose             is the extension IFS of      on  , then              

Since        is   -IF-R1(i),  then              ,              such that 

                ;        ,          and          

                                                    and        

     ,     )   (    ,     ) =   . Hence       ,     ), (    ,      }    

           is  -IF-R1(i). Therefore          is  -IF-R1(i).  

(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way. 

 

6.3 Good Extension: 

Definition 6.3.1An intuitionistic topological space       is called intuitionistic  

R1-space (I-R1 space) if  for all       ,      whenever                 

with      ,     ) or            ) then             ,           

    such  that     ,      ;              and        .   

Theorem 6.3.2 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and       be 

an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications:  
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Proof: Let       be I-R1. We shall prove that       is IF-R1(i). Suppose 

      is I-R1. Let        ,       with               such that  

            Since  ( )    (  , then let (    
     ,    

     )  or  

(    
     ,    

     )      (    ,      )  or  (    ,      ).  Hence 

(  ,   )   . Since       is I-R1,  then             ),              

such  that     ,      ;              and               
        

   
     ;     

     ,     
      and {(   

,    
)   (   

,    
)} =   .      

Let       
,        

        
,         

 where    (       and     

  (     ). Hence         with   (    ,        ;    (    , 

        and       . Which is IF-R1(i). 

 

Conversely, let       be IF-R1(i). We shall prove that       is I-R1. 

Suppose       is IF-R1(i). Let      ,      with             such that 

(    ,     ) or (    ,     ). Now (    ,     ) or (    ,     )   

  (   
     ,    

     ) or (   
     ,   

     ).Hence     
    

    

and (   
,   

)(x)   (   
,   

)(y). Since       is IF-R1(i), then       
    

 , 

    
    

    such that    
     ,    

     ;     
     ,    

      

and  {(   
,    

)   (   
,    

)} =            ,       ;             and 

                      . Hence       is I-R1. Therefore I-R1   IF-R1(i).    

 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen from the 

following examples. 
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Example (a) Let          and     be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

   generated by {     } where    = {( , 0.1, 0), ( , 0, 0.5)},     = {( , 1, 0), 

( , 0, 0.7)} and   = {( , 0, 0.4), ( , 0.8, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is    

IF-R1(ii) but not corresponding I-R1. 

 

Example (b) Let        } and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on        

  generated by {     } where    = {( , 0.2, 0),  ( , 0, 0.3)},    = {( , 0.3, 0),  

( , 0, 0.6)} and    = {( , 0, 0.8), ( , 1, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is      

IF-R1(iii) but not corresponding I-R1. 

 

Example (c) Let           and   be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on        

  generated by {     } where    = {( , 0.4, 0),  ( , 0, 0.3)},    = {( , 0.5, 0),  

( , 0, 0.7)} and    = {( , 0, 0.5), ( , 0.9, 0)}. We see that the IFTS       is   

IF-R1(iv) but not corresponding I-R1. 

 

Theorem 6.3.3 Let       be an intuitionistic topological space and       be 

an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. Then we have the following 

implications: 

 

Proof: Let       be I-R1. We shall prove that       is  -IF-R1(i). Let 

       . Suppose       is I-R1. Let      ,       with              
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such that              Since  ( )    (  , then let (    
     ,    

     )  

or  (    
     ,    

     )      (    ,      )  or  (    ,       ).  

Hence (  ,   )   . Since       is I-R1, then           ),           

   such that     ,      ;             and             
        

   
     ;     

     ,     
      and {(   

,    
)   (   

,    
)} =   . 

Let       
,        

;        
,         

 where    (       and    

   (     ). Hence         with   (    ,        ;    (    , 

        and             (    ,        ;         ,         

and        for any        .Which is  -IF-R1(i).  

 

None of the reverse implications is true in general which can be seen by the 

following examples. 

Example (a) Let           and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

   generated  by {     }  where    = {( , 0.3, 0), ( , 0, 0.4)},    = {( , 1, 0), 

( , 0, 0.4)} and   = {( , 0, 0.2), ( , 0.5, 0)}. For    0.5, we see that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-R1(i)  but not corresponding I-R1.   

 

Example (b) Let        } and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on       

  generated by {     } where    = {( , 0.7, 0), ( , 0, 0.9)},   = {( , 0.6, 0), 

( , 0, 0.4)} and   = {( , 0, 0.5),  ( , 0.4, 0)}. For    0.3, we see that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-R1(ii) but not corresponding I-R1.   
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Example (c) Let          and    be the intuitionistic fuzzy topology on        

  generated by {     } where   = {( , 0.2, 0), ( , 0, 0.6)} and   = {( , 0.5, 0), 

( , 0, 0.4)},   ={( , 0, 0.3), ( , 0.8, 0)}. For    0.7, we see that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-R1(iii) but not corresponding I-R1.   

 

6.4 Productivity in intuitionistic fuzzy R1-spaces:  

Theorem: 6.4.1 Let {(  ,    ) :  m    }be a finite family of intuitionistic 

fuzzy topological space and       be their product IFTS. Then each IFTS  

(  ,   ) is IF-R1(i) if the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is IF-R1(i). 

 

Proof: Suppose the IFTS (     is IF-R1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS    

(  ,   ) is IF-R1(i), for all    . Let for j   , choose           , such that 

     . Now consider                where       if      and the 

 th coordinate of   ,    are     and   , respectively. Then    . Suppose for     

         ,        and         
     

)     such that              . Let 

            for    , then         and           where 

         . Therefore, since (     is IF-R1(i), then             ,          

             such that                     and        . Now, 

      = 1            
        = 1      

       and        = 1      

      
        = 1      

      , for all    .  Hence we have    
(  )   ;  

   
(  )    and         . Thus (  ,   ) is IF-R1(i). Therefore {(  ,   ) : 

   } is IF-R1(i).    
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For n = ii, iii, iv, we can prove that if suppose {(  ,    ) :  m   } is a finite 

family of intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and       be their product 

IFTS. Then each IFTS (  ,   ) is IF-R1(n) if the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is 

IF-R1(n). 

Theorem: 6.4.2 Let {(  ,    ) :  m   } be a finite family of intuitionistic 

fuzzy topological space and       be their product. Then each IFTS (  ,   ) 

is  -IF-R1(n) if the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is  -IF-R1(n).  

Proof: Suppose the IFTS (     is  -IF-R1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

(  ,   ) is  -IF-R1(i), for all    . Let for j   , choose            such that 

     . Now consider                where       if      and the 

 th coordinate of   ,    are     and    , respectively. Then      . Suppose for  

         ,        and         
     

)     such that              . Let 

             for     , then         and           where 

         . Therefore, since (     is  -IF-R1(i), then             ,   

             such that                 = 0;         ,     ) = 0 and   

      .  Now       = 1            
        = 1      

      ,   

             
        = 0       

      ;                     
           

      
      ,       =       

        = 0       
        for all    .  

Hence we have    
      ,     

      ;      
      ,     

         and 

        .  Thus  (  ,   )  is   -IF-R1(i).  Therefore {(  ,   ) :    }   is       

 -IF-R1(i).    
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For n = ii, iii, we can prove that if suppose {(  ,    ) :  m   }is a finite family 

of intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and       is their product IFTS. Then 

each IFTS (  ,   ) is  -IF-R1(n) if the product IFTS (   , ∏   ) is             

 -IF-R1(n). 

6.5 Mappings in intuitionistic fuzzy R1 -spaces: 

Theorem 6.5.1 Let       and        be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

spaces and   :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(1)       is IF-R1(i)            is IF-R1(i). 

(2)       is IF-R1(ii)            is IF-R1(ii). 

(3)       is IF-R1(iii)            is IF-R1(iii). 

(4)       is IF-R1(iv)             is  IF-R1(iv). 

Proof(1): Suppose the IFTS       is IF-R1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is IF-R1(i). Let                 and               such that 

           . Since   is onto, then             such that            

and           . Since       , then                 as f is one-one and 

onto. Hence      . We have              such that         , that is 

                         ) as   is IF-continuous. Now,       = {       

=               =           =                  =               = 

          =       }  and        = {        =               =           = 

      ,         =               =           =       }. Hence       

      as            .  Therefore, since       is IF-R1(i), then     

        ,              such that                   ;          ,  

         and        . Put        and        where          ), 
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             as   is IF-continuous.   Now, {        = (            = 

    
        =          ,                     =      

        =         

 }; {        = (           =   ( 
      ) =         = 1,                     

=     
        =          } and        . Hence        . Therefore 

      is IF-R1(i).  

Conversely, suppose the IFTS (     is IF-R1(i). We shall prove that the 

IFTS (     is IF-R1(i). Let                and              such that 

           .  Since f is one-one, then         such that            and 

         and            .That is,      .We have              

such that        , that is          =              ) as   is IF-continuous. 

Now,       = {            =     
        =       ,            =   

    
        =        } and       = {            =      

        =       , 

            =       
        =        }. Hence             as       

     . Since (     is IF-R1(i), then              ,              such 

that                   ;          ,           and        . Put 

         and          where          ),              as   is IF-

continuous. Now, {              =           =          ,               =  

          =          }; {              =            =           ,  

              =            =          } and       . Hence        .  

Therefore       is IF-R1(i). 

 

(2), (3) and (4) can be proved in the similar way. 
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Theorem 6.5.2 Let       and       be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological 

spaces and    :        be one-one, onto, continuous open mapping, then 

(a)        is  -IF-R1(i)             is   -IF-R1(i). 

(b)        is  -IF-R1(ii)              is   -IF-R1(ii). 

(c)        is  -IF-R1(iii)              is   -IF-R1(iii).    

Proof(a): Suppose the IFTS       is  -IF-R1(i). We shall prove that the IFTS 

      is  -IF-R1(i). Let                  and               such 

that            . Since   is onto, then           such that            

and           . Since      , then                 as f is one-one and 

onto. Hence      . We have              such that         , that is 

                         ) as   is IF-continuous. Now,       = {       

=               =           =                  =               = 

          =       }  and        = {        =               =           = 

      ,         =               =           =       }. Hence       

       as            .  Therefore, since       is  -IF-R1(i), then   

          ,              such that                   ;         ,  

         and        . Put        and        where          ), 

             as   is IF-continuous. Now, {       = (            = 

    
        =          ,                     =      

        =         

 }; {       =(           =     
        =          ,                     

=     
        =          } and        . Hence        . Therefore 

      is  -IF-R1(i).  
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Conversely, suppose the IFTS (     is  -IF-R1(i). We shall prove that 

the IFTS (     is  -IF-R1(i). Let                and                

such that            . Since f is one-one, then        such that            

and          and              . That is,      . We have            

   such that       , that is          =            ) as   is IF-continuous. 

Now,       = {            =      
        =       ,  (           =   

    
        =        } and       = {            =      

        =       , 

            =     
        =       }. Hence             as       

     . Since (     is  -IF-R1(i), then              ,              such 

that                   ;          ,           and        . Put 

         and          where          ),              as   is      

IF-continuous. Now, {              =           =          , 

              =            =          }; {              =            =  

         ,                =            =          } and       . 

Hence        . Therefore       is  -IF-R1(i).  

 

(b) and (c) can be proved in the similar way. 
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